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CHAPTER 1

工ntroductlon

The Debye-HGckel theoryl) cant in many cases, explain the various

characteristics of strong electrolyte solutions. However, the electro-

1yte solutions containing highly charged ions, or those in the solvents

of low dielectric constants′ often show a deviation from the Debye-

HGckel prediction; this deviation has often been interpreted as a

result of ion association. The concept of ion association has first

been introduced by Bjerrum′2) who has presented a theoretical expres-

sion for the ion-association constant and has shown that the experimen-

とal data could be well explained by considering ion association.

However, the Bjerrum theory has a d土sadvanta9e that an arbitrary

assumption has been made
in the derivation of the theoretical ion-

association constant. After the Bjerrum theory. several authors
3-8)

have proposed various theories of ion association on the basis of

different concepts of ion association; however. problems do not seem

to be solved completely. On the other hand. many experimental studies

of
ion

association have been made and the ion-association constants

have been determinedonavarietyof electrolyte solutions. 工t has often

happened that the obtained values of ion-association constants depend

on the experimental method used and on the血anner of analysis of the

data. This is also a problem to be solved.

The main purpose of the present study is to clarify theoretically

and experimentally what is ion association. Theoretically, the Debye一

組ckel theory is
re-examined and then ion association

is disc一ユSSed

from the point of view that the concept of ion association is a practi-

cal and useful convention to complement the Debye-HGckel theory.



Experimentallyl the ion association constants for some 2 : 2 electro-

lytes have been determined by means of vapor-pressure osmometry and

spectrophotometry. =n connection with the analysis of the data, it is

examined how the values assumed for the closest distance of approach

of ions influence the values of the ion-association constants and how

the results from the different kinds of experiments are related to

ヽ

each other and to the theory.

This dissertation consists of three main subjects. First, in

Chapter 2, a theoretical expression including no arbitrary parameters

except the one representing the closest distance of approach of ions

is derived for the ion-association constant of symmetrical electrolytes.

Secondly. in Chapter 3, the osmotic coefficients of aqueous solution$

of some 2 : 2 electrolytes measured with a vapor-pressure osmometer are

presented. Discussion is made as to the manner of analysis of the data.

The be8七 values of the ion-association constant and the closest

distance of approach of ions are obtained with the help of the theoret-

ical expression of the 土on-association constant obtained in Chapter 2.

Finally. in Chapter 4. a spectrophotometrical investigation of simple

and mixed electrolyte solutions is made to give the ion-association

constants. which are compared with those obtained by means of other

experimental methods.

2



CHAPTER 2

A Theory of =on Association as a

Complement of the Debye-H荘ckel Theory

2.1.工ntroduct土on

Debye and HGckell) have been successful in explaining the behavior

of ions in dilute solutions of strong 1 ; 1 electrolytes. For poly-

valent ions, however, their theory was not satisfying, and the

theoretical prediction evidently deviates from the experimental

results even for dilute solutions.

Gronwallt Lah4er, and Sandved9) made an attempt to improve the

●●

Debye-Huckel theory by solving the Poisson-Bolt2:mann equation more

accurately. However, the accurate solutions obtained by them and by

other authors10) were found to lack self-consistency.1l,12)

on the other hand, Bjerrum2) introduced the concept of so-called

ion association to explain the deviation of the experimental results

from the Debye-H正ckel theory. Thereafter, many other theories of ion

association have been proposed by Denison and Ramsey,4) Gilkerson.5)

Fuoss′3) Ebeling,6) and other authors.7,8) These theories of ion

association, with probable exception bf Ebeling's theory. have been

based on specific models of the.ion-pair.

Although evidence can be given for the formation of ion-pairs in

solution, the geomet上ical configurations of the ion-pairs can hardly

be- specified. There may be solvent-separated ion-pairs in addition to

contact ion-pairs.13-17) =f, as in Bjerrum,s theory, all pairs of

oppositely charged ions within a certain critical distance of each

other are regarded as ion-pairs, some arbitrariness will be involved

in the choice of the critical distance. Moreoverr there seems to be

a chance that fast-movingunassociated ions momentarily exist within

E)



the critical distance of each other. ℡bus. no 9eOmetrieal models of

the ion-pairs can be free from arbitrariness.

工n our oplnion. a theory of ion-association dealing With ion-pairs

must be complementary to the theory describing the behavior of free

ions (usually, the Debye-HGckel theory). We therefore re-examined the

Debye-HGckel theory to see what correction could be made to improve

the theory. Then, relating the correction to ion association, we

obtained a 'theoretical expression for the ion-association constant of

symmetrical electrolytes. The expression includes no arbitrary

parameters except for the one representing the closest distance of

approach of ions. and incidentally. it is in agreement With the

expression derived by Ebeling on the basis of the cluster theory.

We shall describe the derivation of the expression for ion-

association constants and compare the results with those deduced by

other authors.
2-4′6)

2.2. Bolt2:mann Distribution and Poisson Equation

=n the following discussions, the solvent is considered to be a

continuous medium of a dielectric 甲onstant, e, and. the ions to be

rigid spheres. The ion-ion interactions are assumed to be purely

electrostatic.
1

=f a particular ion is selected as the center of a coordinate

system, the Boltzmann distribution law glVeS the charge density, p, as

a function of the radial coordinate. ♪;

niBieー"_,
･Zile10(.p)

p(p)
= ∑ ⊥聖･･ユーexp(- (2.1)

i V たT

where n･ is the number of i-type ions in V cm3 of the solution, alet,

the charge of the i-type ions, and中(p) the electrostatic potential.

We shall use in the following the subscripts i and 2 to denote,
I

4



respectivelyr the cation and the anion of a single electrolyte･

For a syTttmetrical electrolyte･.

n1=n2 and &l=-B2=B-(B>O.)

With nl and a, Eq･(2･1) can be rewritten as follows:

･nl朋
p(p)

--texp(一輝)- exp(耕)]V

(2.2)

By expanding the exponential functions in Eq. (2.2) and introducing the

parameter K (the reciprocal thickness of the ionic atmosphere) , one

obtains :

ek2

中

.l･

p'p'=一有n≡.花市丁汀(i;'2n[o'p''2n'l

The parameter K is defined by the expression:

2

2
8Trn1&e

V

or by the 9eneral expression:

2
K =

2 2
4Tr写n_.a_. e

■■ ■■l

Lヱ_._
=如8

fniBi.a.
e

p- d2, dp

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5〉
VeたT V

★

where a is a parameter with the dimension of length and is defined by:

2
e

8:罰万

The potential.中(27), and the charge density.
p(27) , are related to each

other by the Poisson equation王

.i
d

..4.Tr.P.(17)

て･丁(p2･･竺竺,ニー-

★

tn an aqueous solution at 25･00c with e=78･303, 8 has a value of

O

7.157 A.

5



2.3. Debye-H芯ckel Approximation

For a very dilute solution, Debye and H註ckell) simplified

Eq.(2.3), ignoring the terms with n >1 under the condition of
t■

1B叫(2･)/たTlくく1:

p'p'巴｡｡H(p'-

-'藍中｡｡(T'

=｣｣【

(2.6)

where the subscript DH indicates that the Debye-HGckel condition is

assumed to be satisfied. Then they solved the Poisson equation and

derived the expressionミ

中｡H(p) -

A｡H望望洋吐
(2･7)

The constant, ADrI, Can be determined by means of the condition of

electrical neutrality;

/; 4TP2p(p)dp - -

B3･e (2･8)

where &3e is the charge of the central 3'-ion and a is the closest

distance of approach of ions. Equation (2.8) was solved with Eqs.(2.6)

and (2.7) to give･.

A,H
-

B喜:le.XKPa',Ka' (2･9,

The potential,中(p) , is in general represented by the sum of the

potential due to the 5-ion･ &3･e/CP, and the potential due to all the

other ionsl中Cloud(r). with the Debye一舶ckel approximation,

小Cloud(p'だ嶋孟oud(p)'-中｡H'p'- Bi'
e2)

B.Le . eXP,(,K,a-KP)
-

1 】
∈p 1+Ka

Since the 3-ion is present inside a cavity with 'a
radius of a

surrounded by an ionic cloud, the potential,中Cloud(p) , at the 3･-ion

is given by the potential,中Cloud(p), atア=a:

6



.a...e.K

叫Cloud(a)･だ嶋孟oud(a)
- - ｣｣--

e (i+Ka)

(2.10)

2.4. Contribution of the =ons Existing in the Vicinity of the 3-ion

to the Potential..叫Cloud(a)

℡he contribution of the ions existin9 土n the vicinity of the ∂-

ion to the potentialsl中(p) '中Cloud(p)
, and中Cloud(a) , was ignored in

the Debye-H芯ckel approximation.斑ore exact expressions for these

potentials including the ignored contribution can be derived by using

a closer approximation to the original equation [Eq. (2.3)] for the

charge distribution. =n Eq. (2.3) , the Debye-H正cke1-type expression

【a modification of Eq. (2.7)】 ;

o(p) -

A望望洋吐
(2･ll)

can'be used-as an approximation to 中(z･). A is a constant to be

determined from the conditions of electrical neutrality. Since. for

our purposes in this paper, we are primarily interested in the poten-

tial′中Cloud(a) , we shall describe below only the derivation of the

potential,中Cloud(a) , of a closer approximation.

The time-averaged number of i-type ions in a unit volume at a

● ●

certain distance, 2･, from the 3-ion is glVen by the Bolt2:mann distribu-

tion law. Thus, their contribution to the potential at the 3-ion can

be expressed by:

土.竺生ex｡( _

ep V

Bi.e･0(p)

たT

The superposition of the contributions of the ions (ecept the
3'-ion)

of all types in the whole space gives the potential at any one place

within the distance p三a
due to the ionic

cloud,中CIoud(a)
I

7



1

小Cloud(a) = I00_∑ inEexp(-
a

epも V

Or

叫Cloud(a)

-'筈′;
pp(p)dp

Using Eq.(2.ll) for 中(27) , One Obtains･.

o 1

叫Cloud(a) - -

K2云

･z･i･e10･
(p)

たT

) ] 4TrP2dp

i竺)2n｡2n'1 I也`
α

.exp卜(2n十1,)
KP]

n=0 (2n+i)! たT

=
-

KA exp(-Ka)

00

-(Ka)2
;

exp [- (2n+i,) Ka]

n=1 (2n+1)! (2n-1)a

+ (㍑)3(--)+---

(盟)2nA2n'1
たT

(2.12)

★★

(For details of the calculation of the integral. see the footnote. )

【-(2n+1) K27]
27

exp[- (2n+i) KP]

m

27

dp = 1n[(2n+i)Ka] +Y.- (2n+i)Ka+
[(2n+i)Ka]2

-

●

●●●●● +
ド(･2れ+1r)K･a]

P

p'p!

exp[-(2n+1) Kal

(m-i) am-

●●●●● +

+ ●●●●●●

ー(2n+i)Ka

卜(2n+1)Ka]m-2

(m-2) i

[-(2n+1)Ka]m-i

(m-i) !am-

(when mZ2)

8

+ ●●●●●

exp [- (2n+1).KP]



The constant A in Eq. (2.12) is determined by the condition of

electrical neutrality [Eq. (2.8)] as follows. The whole charge in all

the volume outside the sphere of radius.α is 91Ven by三

80

∫;4TP2p(p)dアニーeK2 ∑

n=0 (2n+i)! たT

=
-

e(i+Ka)A exp(-K:a)

-

∈(にa)2･(-

(竺)2n｡2n'l
I由

■__ α

1n (3.K:,a.)+Y-

6α2

co

e.xp.I.-(2n+i) Ka]
+ ∑

n=2 (2n+1)! (2n-2)a2n

+ (Ka)3(･･-) +･････

.exp
[- (.2n+i) KP]

(=)2A3
たT

(竺)2nA2n'1 I
たT

where y- is Euler■s constant (y■ =0.5772 -).
Since this cbar9e must

be equal to -g3･e, the constant A becomes:

A =･

B5eeXP(Ka)

+･(i-(Ka)2卜
e (i+Ka)

. ;
_抑(??･!干)2nl)n=2 (2n+2)i (2n-i)

1n(3にa) +Y'

b2(立)2
a

(2.13)

where the (Ka)3 and higher-order terms are disregarded. b is Bierrum･s

parameter and is defined by:

b =

fBla2r8 lBla21e2

a eたTa

or′ for a symetrical electrolyte.

2

b-望ま

(2.14)

(2.15)

By substituting Eq｡(2.13) into Eq･(2･12) and by disregarding the (Ka)3

and higher-order terms, one obtains=

.a. _e.K.

中Cloud(a) I_ ⊥

_(Ka)21Bi
; (2.16)

e(1+Ka) ea n=1 (2n+i)! (2n-i)

The second ten on the right-hand side has been added as the first

9
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correction term to the Debye-H正ckel■ expression [Eq. (2.10) ].

2.5. The Gibbs Free Energy of the Electrostatic =nteractions between

=onsI Gel

According to the Debye charging processll) Gel can be evaluated

as the electric work of charging uP all the ions simultaneously from
●

zero to their actual values at the same relative.rate:ll,12)

Gel -

/吉3:I&3･e中Cloud(a,^&･入K'早入 (2･17'

where the surrtnation is made over all the ions in V cm3 of the solutionl

A denotes the fraction of their final charges which the ions have at

any stage of the integration. and中Cloud(al入&l入K)
is given by;

中Cloud(a,入B,入K)
=_盟_ (^Ka)21ti=

○ (入2b)2n

e(1+入Ka) ea n=1 (2n+1)I (2n-1)

This expression is obtained by substituting入&3･e and入ae for &3･e and

&e respectively in Eq.(2.16). Then the right-hand 8ide of Eq.(2.17)

can be c'alculated as follows:

Gelt-

′吉

2e.2K
.,

.lL2

e
>

i+入Ka

_出望(Ka,2
≡

⇔

dl

b2n

∈a n=1 (2n+1)I (2n-1)

2
.2

‥至n･i&･i､BKT(Ka)
_

3亡 2亡α

′吉.入4n'3d入

00

(Ka)2 ∑

b2.n

n=1 (2n+2)I (2n-i)

(2.18)

***

The I(ka)2 term in Eq･･(2r･13) contributes only to the (Ka)3 and

higher-order terns, which are ignored in Eq. (2.16) ,･
therefore, the use

of ADH [Eq･(2･9)] instead of A [Eq･(2･13)] leads to the same result･

10



where

.3
T(α)己｢ぎ【1n(i+a)

-ど+舌∬~】∬

The relation,ち
3

I

1 2

a･2e2･-

･至ni&i.･2e2
(where i denotes the type of ion)I is

3

used in the last step of the calculation.

2.6. Contribution of =on-=on =nteractions to the Chemical Potential

of an =on of Type i,

we have two ways for the derivation of J言1as follows:

2･6･l･ Derivation of

p;i
from Gel (According to the Debye Charging

Process)

w言I
can be defined by the equation:

･alGel

u;l一罰rt,

using Eq.(2.'18) and Eq.(2.5), Eq.(2.19) becomes:

u言l--
a.i21e2K

2e(1+Ka) _た抑a)2;

b2n+i

n=1 (2n+2)I (2n-i)

+たT(aV/3ni) (Ka)4 ∑

0

8 Tra n=1

b.2n

(2n+2H (2n-i)

1

where

(2.19)

+

kTW/ant)

(Ka)3q(Ka)
24¶α

(2.20)

cr(a)モ17卜21n(i+a) +(i+a)
-

Ⅰ竜】∬

-

1-3'･妄G･3てIiぉ2｣3.･喜c3･･3･与よ4
-･････

The Debye-HGckel approximation correBpOnd8 tO the fi由t and third terms

on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.20).1l,12) For a very dilute solution,

the second term is more important than the third term.

ll



2･6･2･ Direct Derivation of

u;i
(According to the GGntelberg Charging

Process)

p;1
is the electrostatic work done when a single ion of the i

type is added to an assembly consisting of the rest of the ions and

the solvent. 工f we disregard the work due to the volume change

(aV/ani) , Which is ､negligibly small compared with the other lelectric

work in dilute solutions, # can be evaluated as the electric work of

increasing the charge of the particular ion from 2:erO tO &･e in the
も

solution'll,12) Thust according to GGntelberg, one has:

u;1
-

′吉BieOCloud(a,入Bi)早入 (2･21)

where中Cloud(a,入Bi)
is given by Eq･(2･16) , with the substitution of

入a. for a.I
も 3

中Cloud(a,入&i) = -

入EieK

c(i+Ka)

_

(Ka)21空王
t.

∈α

By integration, Eq. (2.21) becomes:

el
Ui =-

a.2.e2K
t

2c(i+Ka)
_たT(Ka)2

;

○ 入2.nb2n

n=1 (2n+i)! (2n-1)

b2n+i

n=1 (2n+2)! (2n-i)

(2.22)

This equation can also be derived from the Debye charging Process, if

(av/ant) is so small or if the solution is so dilute that the (Ka)3

and (Ka)4 terms can be ignored [see Eq.(2.20)].

~el
A more involved expression forリi Was derived by Gronwall

e七aL･9) from a more accurate solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equa-

tion. However, these authors' expression has disadvantages in that it

is too complicated to be applied to actual systems and involves the

inconsistency that the two charging Processes. give different expres-

sions for #･ll･12) This inconcistency can be avoided only for very

dilute solutionsI Where the correction terms derived by these authors

can in practice be expressed by the first two terms of the progression

12



in Eq. (2.22). Raneko10) made anothe.rr correction to the Debye-=Gckel

‥el .

theory･ Although his expression for pi involves the same kind of

problem as mentioned a.hove, his expression is consistent with Eq. (2.22)

for very dilute solutions. By advancing the approximation. we might

obtain a more accurate result for solutions of moderate concentration′

but the difficulties encountered by Gronwall e士 a乙. and Kaneko will

remain. ℡herefore. no further efforts will be made to derive an

expression for

theリ言l
of a closer approximation than Eq･ (2･22) ･

Although Eq.(2.22)
in itself is valid only for solutions of suffi-

ciently low concentrations. an attempt will be made to extend the

application of Eq. (2.22) up to higher concentrations by connecting it

with the concept of ion association. ･

2.7. Concept of =on Association and the Derivation of the =on-

Association Constant

工t is a comon practice to attribute deviations from the Debye-

H芯ckel theory to ion association. The ion-association equilibri皿for

a symetrical electrolyte is expressed by=

M + A ≠さ 出A

concentration e (1-α) e (1-α) eα
(2.23)

where e denotes the concentration of the electrolyte and α the degree

of association. When the ion-association equilibrium is assumed, the

cation, A, and the anion, A, are usually considered to be free ions in

the 'sense that they behave as predicted by the Debye-H正ckel theory.

The activity coefficients, yM and yA, Of the ions, M and A, respec-

tively are given by:

･nyM-lnyA--

eB芸er2葺Ka
Now. the chemical potential p of the electrolyte is:

13
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u
=嶋+唱+

2RTlne + RTln(yMyA)+ ､2RTln(1-cL) (2.25)

where鴨and uÅrepresent the chemical potentials of the two ionic

speciesI M and Ar respectively in the standard state･ The contribution

of ion-ion interactions to the chemical potential of the electrolyte.

el
い ,

is equal to the last two terms of Eq.(2.25). Using Eq.(2.24) and

considering α ≪ 1 in very dilute solu七ions. one obtains;

uel
≡

RTln(yMyA) + 2RTln(1-α)

N&2e2K
だ-

∈(1+…)

- 2RTα (2.26)

where N is the Avogadro number.

el
Since vi given by Eq･(2･22) is the contribution of ion-ion

el
interactions to the chemical potential of an ion of the i type, tli

multiplied by the total nu血er of ions1 2Hl gives Uel:

uel
-

2Nu;1

-一盛-2RT'Ka'2;
b2n'l

n=1
n+ ! n-

A comparison of Eqs.(2.26) and (2.27) leads to;

α -

(Ka,2n…ln. b!2n;nl=
The equilibriⅦn constant. K, of the ion-association reaction

【E可.(2.23)】 is 9iven by:

K =

ay弧

e(i-α) yMyA

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

where y岨is the activity coefficient of the ion-pair HA･ =n very

dilute solutions, Eq. (2.29) can be written as:

K巴望
e

(2.30)

By noticing that
e=1000n1/NV, K2=8TnlE28/V [Eq･(2･4)】･ and b=z28/a

【E可.(2.15)】. Eqs.(2.30) and (2.28) give:

14



K

-弓惑"重1
n. b.?ln;:r-1 (2.31)

Tbe sum of the progression terms is sbowninTable 2･1for a variety

6f b values and is compared with the correspondi叩Value of exp(b)/2b･

obviously, it approaches exp(b)/2b with an increase in the b v､alue,

so that the ion-association constant becomes:

4TrlNa5
_
ex

K

--葡詠一●
when b → ○ (2.32)

This is in agreement with the limiting case (b->cD) of the Bjerrum

theory.
2･18)

2.8. Comparison of This Theory with Other Theories of =on Association

zn this work the Debye一航ckel treatment was extended and correc-

tion terms were derived on the assumption that the solution is very

dilute. By using these results and by assuming the ion-association

equilibri皿. We Obtained an expression for the ion-association constant

[Eq. (2.31)] which includes no arbitrary parameters except for a. (The

other parameter. b-. is a function of q.)
Although the same expression

for K心as previously derived by Ebeling6) from the cluster theory, the

much simpler method of derivation given above will make the themo-

dynamical understanding of the ion association easier and clearer.

We shall now compare our results with those of the Bjerrum

the･o･ryr2.) in which the ion-association constant is given by:

K-品(&28)3Q(b)

々(b'-/至竿dc∬

Zn the derivation of this equation, Bjerrum assumed a so-called

15
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･･critical distance of ion associationlt･ q ( =z28/2) I.and r甲arded a

pair of oppositely charged ions within the critical distance of each

other as an 土on-pair. and an ion with no other ions witb土n the critical

distancel aS a free ion･1 =n the present theoryl an ion-pair is

treated as a chemical species of unknown geometrical configuration,

and the ion-association constant is derived from a thermodynamical

consideration of the ion-ion interaction. A comparison. between
p(p) ,

the time-averaged charge distribution around an ion due to the

Boltzmann distribution law 【Eq･ (2･1)】 ∫ and PDH(p) , the･ charge distribu-

tion assumed by the Debye-H荘ckel theory, shows that the latter under-

estimates the charge distribution in the vicinity of an ion. The

excess (negative) free energy arisipg from the interaction of the ion

with the additional opposite charge in excess of PDH(p)
is r甲arded as

resulting from the ion-pair formation, assuming that a free ion is

such an ion as is described by the Debye-HGckel theory [Eq.(2.24)】.

For very large values of b (b一00). both expressions, (2.31) and

(2.33), can be approximated by Eq.(2.32). This probably results from

the fact that an approximate classification of ions into free ions and

contact ion-pairs can be made at large b values. With a decrease in

十
Gu99enbeim12′19) and other authors20-23) introduced another

parameter, a, as a variable critical distance or the distance defining

the association, and made a generalization of Bjerrun's expression

[Eq. (2.33)] using･.

exp.(∬)
Q(b)

-

Ibi/a.Tdc
∬

Thus, they introduced flexibility in the critical distance of the

Bjerruntheory. =n addition, the parameter a can be considered to be

the closest distance of approach of free ions and can be used in place

of a in the Debye-H正ckel expression (2.24).

16



the value of b,･
,the

discrepancy between the ion-association constants

predicted by Eqs. (2.31) and (2.33) gradually increases. The greatest

discrepancy is found at b三2 (i･e･, a≦q), where the Bjerrumtheory

glVeS K=0, while the present theory predicts a definite value for K.

This situation is illustrated by Fig.2.i, where logK for 2 : 2 electro-

1ytes in aqueous solutions at 25.OoC is plotted against a in accordance

with Eqs.(2.31) and (2.33). According to our opinion that the ion

association is a working hypothesis for interpreting the deviation of

the behavior of actual electrolyte solutions from that predicted by

the Debye-H正ckel theory. the ion-association constants should have

finite values even at b=2, corresponding to non-2:erO Values of the

second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.22).

The Fuoss 1958 theory3) is different from the Bierruntheory in

l

that a pair of ions in physical contact is meant by ion-pair. Although

it gives a Clearer idea of ion-pairs, it seems to be less adequate for

complementing the Debye-H荘ckel theory. Fuossls expression for the ion-

association constant (Table 2.2) gives a minimum value of K at a

certain value of a and then increasingly large values with an increase

in a, as is shown in Fig.2.i. For usual values of a, however, it gives

K values not very much different from those predicted by the present

theory. This seems to be a reason why the Fuoss theory gives a good

explanation of the experimental results.

Denison and Ramsey4) proposed the expression for the ion-

association constant:

K =

exp(b)-

in preference to the Fuoss theory. Their theory is based on the

assumption of the Born thermodynamic cycle for the dissociation of an

ion-pair′ and is similar to the Fuoss theory3) in that the contact

ion-pair is assumed･ Howeverl the ion-association constants predicted

by Denison-Ramseyls expression decrease with an increase in a,

17



similarly to those predicted by the present theory.

The Gibbs free-energy change, AG`○,
.the

enthalpy change,
.AHO,

and

the entropy change. Aβ○′

.for
ion-pair formation were derived from the

theoretical expressions for the'ion-association constant; they are

shown in Table 2.2, where Eq.(2.31) for the present and Ebelingls

theories6) and Eq. (2.33) f∝ the B〕err皿theory2) are approximated by

the limiting equation (2.32). The thermodynamic parameters derived

from Eq. (2.32) are not very different from those derived from FuossTs

and Denison-Ramsey.s expressions,･ indeed, the formulas for AGO are

identical with each other. (=t should be noted that this remark is

concerned with the limiting case of a large value of b.)ll

†十
At a large value of b, contact ion-pairs predominate over other

kinds of ion-pairs in contributin9 tO the chemical potential arising

from ion-ion interactions. This seems to be the reason why all the

theories give Similar results in the limiting case.

18



CHAPTER 3

Vapor-Pressure Osmometric Studies of the Ion

Association of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes in water

3. 1. 工ntroduction

=n chapter 2( we re-examined the Debye-HGckel theoryl) of strong

electrolyte solutions and especially discussed ion association from

the theoretical point of view. =t was shown that the observed devia-

tions from the Debye-HGckel theory could be explained without referring

to ion association. but at the same time it was reported that the

concept of ion association is a practical and useful convention to

complement the Debye-H芯ckel theory. This convention can be コuStified

at least for symmetrical strong electrolytes, irrespective of whether

or not ion-pairs are actual well-defined entities.

The existing data of ion-association constants are not sufficient

for comparison with our theoretical expression of ion-association

constants. Except in a few cases,21′24-27) the literature gives only

one set of values of the ion-association constant (K) and the closest

distance of approach of ions (a). However, the K value to be obtained

from the analysis of experimental results must be influenced by the

choice of the value of a.21,24-27) The theoretical expression of the

ion-association constant also shows a dependence of K on a, but in a

different way. Thus, it is of interest to obtain ion-association

constants as a fdnction of a and to discuss what are the be8七 values

of the ion-association constant and the closest distance of approach.

As will be described below, we measured the osmotic coefficients of

aqueous solutions of some 2 : 2 electrolytes by means of a vapor-

pressure osmometer. Assuming ideal Debye-HGckel behavior of the free
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ions. the ion-assoc土at土on constants were ■obtained with several values

of α from analyses with and without taking triple一土on formation.

quadrupoleJ
formationl and ion hydration into account･ Ion-association

constants were also obtained as functions of α by the recalculation of

the available cryoscopy and conductivity data.24,26,28-33) These

results will be shown and discussed in connection with the theories of

ion association.2′3′34)

3.2. Exper土mental

3. 2. i. Measurements

The osmotic coefficients of the electrolyte s.olutions were

measured by vapor-pressure osmometry (vpo). This method has been

described by many authors.35-38) Thus, a brief explanation of the

apparatus and the procedure will suffice.

A Hitachi Perkin-Elmer 115 molecular-weight apparatus was used
in

the experiment. =t has a cell surrounded by double thermostats. The

cell is equlpped with two thermistors covered with glass, on wbicb

liquids are dropped. The thermistors are connected with a bridge

circuit. which is balanced when both thermistor tops are covered with

a solvent in equilibrium with its vapor. when the solvent on one of

the thermistors is replaced by a solution, the solvent vapor condenses

into the solution and liberates the heat of condensation. The temper-

ature of the solution increases until an equilibriunis reached. The

change in temperature is detected by the thermistor and shown as a

change in the electrical resistance, AR. The value of AR is dependent

on the concentration (molality) , m, and the molal osmotic coefficient,

0, of the solute, and can be fitted to a power series of the form:

AR =

81(Vm.)
+

82(Vm.)2+ 83(Vm.)3+ 84(Vm.)4

20
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where V is the number of moles of ions formed from one mole of the

electrolyte (for nonelectrolyte, v=1) and where 8l, 82, 83, and 84

are the coefficients to be determined experimentally. We used glucose

as the standard material and measured the value's of AR on its aqueous

solutions with concentrations from 0.005 to 0.18 molkg-1■ Assuning

l=1 for glucose in water at 25･00c. we obtained 81=4925, e2=~988･7,

e3=13050, and 84=-47920 by the method of least-squares･ The obseved

values of AR for various solutions were put into Eq.(3.i), and～the

osmotic coefficients (¢) were evaluated. We measured the osmotic

coefficients (l) of sodium chloride and obtained the approximate

expression ;

1-0 =0.2963ml/2
+ o.1036m- 1.306m3/2

The values of O predicted by this equation at several concentrations

up to o.i molkg-i agreed with the values from e'm･f･ measurements39)

within the range of experimental error. This shows that the assumption

of O=1 for glucose solutions is adequate.

3.2.2. Materials

A reagent-grade glucose (anhydride) was used as the standard

material after having been dried at about 800C and then kept over

silica gel. A reagent-grade sodium chloride was recrysta11i2:ed by

concentrating its aqueous solution, and was then dried at about 600oC･

A reagent-grade magnesium sulfate was recrystallized as the hydrate,

MgSO4･7H20′ from its aqueous solution below 480c and then air-dried at

room temperature. =ts composition was confirmed by gravimetric anal-

yses of magnesiunas magnesium pyrophosphate and of sulfate as barium

sulfate. The calciunsulfate used was dihydrate of re?gent grade･

The number of water of crystallization was confirmed by the dehydration

at about 7000c and by the titration of the calcium ion with ethylene-

diaminetetraacetic acid. A stock solution of manganese sulfate was
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prepared by the use of a recrystalli2ied re咋ent-grade hydrate･ Its

concentration was determined by gravimetric analysis of sulfate. Tris-

(i,10-phenanthroline) rutheniun(I) sulfate hydrate, [Ru(phen)
3]SO4･7H20,

was prepared in a manner similar to that described by Dwyer.40) The

complex was synthesi2:ed by adding sodiumhypophosphite as a reducing

agent to a solution containing ruthenium chloride and i,101Phenanthro-

line; the iodide was obtained by precipitation from the solution.

Sulfate of this complex was prepared by the double decomposition of

the iodide and silver sulfate, and was purified by repeated precIPita-

tions with acetone from alcoholic solutions and by a final recrystalli-

2:ation from an aqueous solution. =t was dried over silica gel for a

few days until it reached a constant weight. The numi)er of the water

of crysta11i2:ation was determined to be seven - directly by the

Karl-Fischer method and by the spectrophotometric analysis of HDO in

a D20 solution of the salt,41) and indirectly by the gravimetric anal-

ysis of sulfate.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1. 工on-pair Formation

The AR Values were measured for some 2 : 2 electrolytes in aqueous

solutions at 25.0 +0.03oC. The osmotic coefficients (l) were calcu-

*

1ated from AR with Eq.(3.i) and are shown in Table 3.i. The measured

l values are plotted against the molal concentration of the solute, m,

in Fig･3･1 for MgSO4 and in Fig･3･2 for CaSO4′ together with the

★

The values of O obtained for MgSO4 an-nSO4 around O･l molkg-1

are, respectively, i.6 % and 3.0 ! smaller than those obtained by

Robinson and Jones142) who made isopiestic vapor-pressure measurements･
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results
from cryoscopic measurements･24,2･6･)

These figures also give

the O v8. m Curves Predicted by the Debye-.Hikkel theoryl) with a few

values assumed for the closest distance of approach of ions, a. None

of the theoretical curves fits the experimental results. For any

reasonable value of a, the experimanta1 0 values are lower than the

values predicted by the Debye-HGckel theory. A decrease in l is

usually considered to result from ion association.21,24-26) According

to this usual convention, we shall assume an ion-association equilib-

rium and shall estimate the ion-association constants on the basis of

an analysis of the experimental l values.

℡he ion-association equilibrium for a symmetrical electrolyte is

expressed by:

M + A ≠ 凹A

concentration m (1-α) m (1-α) mcL
(3.2)

where m denotes the molality of the electrolyte and where α is the

degree Of association defined by:

α≡上空吐m

The brackets indicate the concentration of a given species. The ions,

M and A, having the ale and B2e Charges respectively′ are usually

considered as Fz･ee ions in the sense that the Debye-H正ckel theory can

be applied to them. On the other hand, the ion-pair, MA, is presumed

to behave like a non-electrolyte in dilute solutions. Therefore, the

O of an electrolyte solution is related to α as follows･.

l-(11α)中.H'昔
Or

α =

ODH
-

10

(3.3)

lDH~0･5

where中DH is the molal osmotic coefficient expected by the Debye一紙ckel

theory and is given by:
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2

¢,H-i-竿o(Ka)
with the definition of the function cr(ど):

1

(3.4)

o(a) =一了【(i+a) -21n(i+c)
-

‡缶】C

=n Eq.(3.4), 8 is a parameter equal to e2/∈たT and the parameter K is

here expressed by the equation;

K2

-品B28m(i-α)
(3･5)

where m(i-α) represents the concentration of the free ion on the

molality scale. The molality can be used in place of the molar concen-

tration, since the difference between the two values is less than the

experimental error in dilute solutions up to about 0.1 mol kg-1'

The values of α. K, and lDH Were Calculated by successive approxi-

mations in the fo11owing･ way. The value of K Was Calculated by using

Eq･ (3･5)I with α=O provisiona11y･ The value of lDH Was evaluated

with Eq.(3.4). and then the value of α, with Eq.(3.3). This value of

α was in turn put into Eq.(3.5) in order to recalculate the value of K.

with this K Value, the values of lDH and α were recalculated in the

same way as before. After several cycles of the successive approxima-

tion, the parameter values were fixed. The final value of α was used

for the calculation of the ion-association constant, K, with the

expression ;

α

∬ =

(1-α) myMYA

where yM and yA are the activity coefficients of the free ions, M and

A respectively, and are given by:

2

lnyM- lnyA

-一言稔)
(3･6)

The activity coefficient of the % ion-pair was regarded as unity.
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The ion-association constants of some 2 : 2 electrolytes were

calculated with several a values assumed･ The results for MgSO4′

CaSO4′ MnSO4, and (Ru(phen)3]SO4 are Shown in Figs･3･3 to 3･6 respec-

tively. Apparent linear relationships wer'e observed between log K and

m up to about 0.05 molkg-lt･ extrapolation to m=O gave different logK

values, depending on the a values.

=n each figure for MgSO4′ CaSO4′ and HnSO4, there seems to be a

specific a value at which the logK value is apparently independent of

O O

the concentration, i･e･, a=4･2 A for MgSO4′ about 4 A for CaSO4′ and

O

3･8 A for hSO4･ However, such a situation may be incidental,戸ince

the logK values for MgSO4 and MnSO4 are nO longer constant at concen-

trations higher than O｡06 molkg-l● The concentration dependence of

the ion-association constant may be attributed to the effects of other

ion-ion interactions and
ion hydration disregarded in the analysis.

Below. we shall take the triple-ion formation into consideration in

order to obtain better ion-association constants.

3.3.2. Triple-Ion Fomation

When an ion approaches an ion-pair, the electrostatic interaction

between the charge and the dipole will cause the fomation of a so-

called "triple-ion.TT There are two possible equiLibria for the forna-

土ion of a triple-ion:

比A + H ≠ M2A

MA + A ≠ 比A2

Assuming an equal formation constant for the M2A and比A2 triple-ions,

one can express the. concentration of each species as follows:

【H] = [A] =

m【1-α(i+3β)】

【比良】= mα

【M2A] = [MA2] =

m｡β
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where a is the parameter defined by:

[H2A] [h2]

【比A】 一【朗A】

Thus, the formation constant for the triple-ions, Kt, is expressed by:

Kt=

【M2A]y比2A (岨2]YJ4A2

･B

[MA][M]yM [岨】【A]yA [l-α(i+3β)】m

(3.7)

where yM2A and y-2 are the activity coefficients of M2A and弧2 and

are assumed to be equal to yM and yA reSPeCtively･

With the above assumptions, the osmotic coefficient of the'elec-

trolyte can be expressed by;

l- 【トα(1･2β)】l｡H･昔
where

2

l,H- 1一生ぎo(Ka)

(3.8)

(3.9)

＼

Eq.(3.9) is apparently the same as Eq.(31.4). but here the parameter に

is 91Ven by;

K2

-品B28m[l-au･2β)】
(3.10)

Assuming the value of Kt for a given a value and using Eqs･(3･7)

to (3･10), the values of α. β. K, and lDH Were Calculated by successive

approximations. with the α and β values thus obtained, the ion-

association constant, K, was calculated according to the expression:

α

2
【1-α(i+3β) 】-myMYA

The value of K was thus obtained at each concentration, and then the K

values were averaged. The osmotic coefficient was calculated for each

concentration with the aver?ged value of K and used for the calculation

of the standard deviation, ol′ defined by:
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where n is the total nⅦ血er of points of the runand where lobsd and

+calcd are the observed and calculated osmotic coefficients respec-

tively･ The oo value was obtained as a function of Kt for a given a

value･ The Kt value giving the minim- value of oI Was regarded as

the be8舌value of Kt･

The K value was calculated at each concentration with the Kt value

obtained above and was plotted against m. Figure 3.7 shows the results

for magnesium sulfate, assuming a few a values. For each value of a,

the logK value shows a very good constancy up to about O･l molkg-l'

=n the same figure, the corresponding previous plots are reproduced

from Fig.3.3 in broken lines. The constant value of logK obtained

here for each of the given a Values is in fairly good agreement with

the value obtained by extrapolation to m =O
in the previous plot.

This shows that a good enough estimation of the ion-association

･7

constant K can be made without taking the triple-ion formation into

account. The same discussion also applies to Figs.3.8 to 3.10 for the

other electrolytes.

3.3.3. Hydration

℡he ion hydration causes a decrease in the concentration of the

water as solvent. This decrease is equal to hm, where九 represents

●

thd hydration parameter given by:

h ニ

hM(M] + hA[A] + h岨【m] + h甲2A【M2A] + h弧2[岨2]

m

≡ (hM+ hA)【l-α(i+3β)】 + h弧α + (hM2A+ hb4A2)αβ (3.ll)

where hM, hA,わn, hM2A, and h
岨
2

are the hydration numbers of the M,
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A, -∫ M2A, and凹A2 species respectively･ =f the ion hydration is

allowed for, the lmolality of the solute,L mT, can be expressed by:

m. -

55ヲ…i5ilm.m-ト..冨18.
m

and the expression for the osmotic coefficient中
becomes:

l-i_..吉8. m†【l-α(1･3β)】l｡H･1昔I
where ODH is given by Eq･(3･9)I The ion-association constant, K, and

the triple-ion formation constant, Kt, are expressed by:

α

K =

Kt=

and

【l-α(1+3β) 】2m,wA

【1-α(i+3β) 】m'

Zf the value of the parameter A is
glVen, the K and Kt values can

be calculated by the procedure described before. Since it 土s difficult

to estimate the hydration numbers, h瓜′ hM2A, and h弧2, involved in the

parameter h [Eq. (3.ll)], for convenience we shall consider two extreme

cases in order to learn how far the ion hydration affects the estima-

tion of the K and Kt values･

Case (A) : The hydration numbers of the ion-pair and the triple-

ions are simply equal to the sums of the hydration numbers of the

constituent ions.

h弧=h比+hA=ho

hM2A I 2hM + hA

h弧2 =hM+2hA

(3.12)

where the parameter ho can be determined by the measurement of the

hydrat土on number in very dilute solutions. By using Eq. (3.12). the

parameter A in Eq.(3.ll) is expressed by:

h=ho
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case (B) : The hydration nuntber of the ion-pair is equal to zero

and the sum of the -hydration numbers of the氷2A and弘2 triple-ions is

equal to hM+hA:

h比A=O

hH2A+hMA2 =hM+hA=ho

Thus, the expression for 九becomes=

h = ho'[1-cL(i+2β)】

★★

Tentatively taking ho = 15, the ion-association constants were calcu-

0

1ated for the two cases, (A) and (B)･ The case of MgSO4 With a=6･O A

will be taken as an example･ The Kt values giving the minimum values

of o. are 3･1 and 2･7 mol-l九g for (A) and (B) respectively･ These Kt

values are slightly greater than the valuer 2･2 mol-1kgt which was

obtained by disregarding the ion hydration. However, the K values

remined unchanged at 121+5 mol-1kg･ The logK value for MgSO4 With

O

a=6.0 A is plotted against m in Fig.3.ll, where the overlapping SOlid

marks of different kinds show the unchanged K values. The logK vilues

obtained by disregarding the triple-ion formation (Kt = 0) are also

plotted in Fig.3.ll. =n each case, an apparent linear relationship is

observed between logK and m up to about 0.05 molkg-1' The slopes

are different from one another, indicating different Kt values･

However, extrapolations of the lines to m= 0 give the same intercept,

showing the same logK value.

The consideration of the triple-ion formation and the ion hydra-

tion resulted in no appreciable change in the ion-association constant

K from that obtained by the extrapolation of the logK ve. m plots in

★★
●

The literlature glVeS'various values of the hydration number of

the electrolyte･43)'The average value of ho for MgSO4 is probably

about 15.
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Figs.3.3 to 3.6, where the triple-ion formation and the ion hydration

were 19nOred. When the triple-ion fomation and the ion hydration were

allowed for, the value of K was practically constant up to about 0.i

molkg-l･ on the other hand, the value of Kt was slightly dependent

on the estimation of the hydration numbers of the ions. Table 3.2

gives the K values for a variety of a values, together with the Kt

values･ Each set of the values of a, K, and Kt can reproduce the

observed osmotic coefficients within the range Of experimental error.

This is shown in Figs.3.1 and 3.2. =n each of the figures, the best-

fitting curves for different a values coalesce into a curve (the solid

line).

Fuoss and Kraus44) have proposed a theory of the triple-ion forma-

O

tion･ Their theory predicts Kt values of 2･6 mol-1kg at a=8･2 A

and 3･3 mol-1kg at a=5.7 A for 2 : 2 electrolytes in aqueous solutions

O

●

at 250c. These are close t-o the values obtained in the present work

(Table 3.2).

dardner and Glueckauf25) have obtained K and Kt values for some

2 : 2 electrolytes by a reanalysis of the cryoscopIC data given by

Brown and Prue･24) The manner of the analysis of the data was differ-

ent from that described in the presentarticle. we also reanaly2:ed the

same and other cryoscopic data24′26) for HgSO4 and CaSO4 in the manner

followed in the analysis of the vpo data. The results.are shown in

O

Table 3･3･ For a=9･25 A, Gardner and Glueckauf obtained Kt=2･6

mol-1kg and K=158 mol-1kg for MgSO4 and Kt=2･7 mol-1kg and K=234

mol-1kg for CaSO4･ Their result for CaSO4 is appreciably different

from that given in Table 3･3,■ whereas for MgSO4 the results are close

to each other and also to the result of our vpo experiment (25oC).
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3.3.4. Quadrupole Formation

エn Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the ■tr土ple-ion formation constant.

Kt, was estimated disr甲arding the quadrupole formation･ we shall now

discuss how the correction for quadrupole formation will affect the

values of K and Kt to be obtained･

The equilibriumfor the formation of a quadrupole (比A)2 is

expressed by:

瓜 + 弧≠ (%)2

The formation constant, Kq, is given by=

【(凹A)2] 6

Kq=芯丁=~ ma

where 6 is the parameter defined by:

【MA]

Then, the osmotic coefficient becomes:

l-i_｡.吉日｡m(【l-α(1･2β･26‖l,E･竿1
The experimental data are not good enough to estimate the values of Kt

and K at the same time･ Thus, some relation between Kt and K values
q q

has to be assumed if one is to estimate them by the analysis of the

experimental data.

Defining Kl as:

KT =

【(HA)2] L叫A)
･2･]

【出2A) [A]yM2AYA [MA2] [M]y弧2YM

one ■obtains the relation;

Kt K

K' is the ion-association
constant of a kind of 2 : 2 electrolyte and

can be approximated by K･ Then, Kq/Kt will have a value near unity･

Assming Kq=Kt, we obtained the Kt, Kq, and K values for MgSO4 Shown
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in Table 3.4. The ion-association constants (K) given here are

slightly greater than the corresponding values shown in Table 3.2,

but the change is within the rapge of experimental error except when

large a values are assumed･ The Kt values are appreciably smaller

than those shown in Table 3.2. Thus, it was found that a correction

for the quadrupole formation would make the Kt values smaller than the

values shown in Table 3.2, but would affect the K values very little.

3.3.5. Comparison with the =on-Association Constants Obtained from

Conductiv土ty Experiments

The electric conductivity was measured for MgSO4 SOlutions by

Dunsmore and James28) and Katayama,29) for CaSO4 SOlutions by =nada

e士a乙･,30) and for MnSO4 $01utions by Hallada and Atkinson31) and

petrucci e七aL.32) Although no conductivity measurements were made of

tRu(phen)
3]SO4

SOlutions, the electric conductivities of [Fe(phen)
3]SO4

solutions were measured by Rubota and Yokoi.33) They analyzed the

conductivity data in order to obtain the values of the ion-association

constant and the closest distance of approach. However, these results

have to be revised before they can be compared with the results from

vpo, since different authors used different theoretical equations for

the analysis of the conductivity data.

For the reanalysis of the conductivity data, we used Fuoss-Hsia's

equation45) expanded by Fernindez-Prinl.
･ 46)

This equation gives the

equivalent conductivity, A, for an association system as follows:

A

‡謁=
^o

-

S･【e(i-α)】1/2 + Eo(i-α)log.(a(i-a)] + JIO(1-α)

-

J2[0(i-a)]3/2 (3･13)

where Ao is the limiting equivalent conductivity, o, is the concentra-

tion of the solute on the molar scale, and α is the degree of associa-

tion･ The latter is related to K by:
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(3.14)

The parameters, Jl and J2, aS Well as the activity coefficient$1. yM

and yA, Of the free ions, M and A, are functions of the closest

distance of approach of ionsr a. Since measurements of the conductiv-

ity are usually made at concentrations well below 10-2 moll-1, e, yM,

and yA On the molar concentration scale can be approximated by m, yM,

and yA＼ 【Eq･ (3･6)I on the molality scale respectively; the other土nter-

actions, such as triple-ion formation, described in the previous

sections can be ignored.

With a given Value of a and a roughly estimated value of ^o, K was

calculated for each concentration by means of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14).

With the averaged K valu早. the electric conductivity at each concentra-

tion was calculated and then used to calculate the standard deviation′

■

as defined by:

where n is the total number of points of the run and where ^obsd and

^calcd are, respectively, the observed and the calculated electric

conductivity at each concentration. The averaged K value depended on

the assumed ^o value･ The best-fitting values of K and ^o for a given

a value were determined by the mini7ni2:ation of the standard deviation,

cf^, and are listed in Table 3･5 as a function of a for each of the

electrolytes. The logK values given in Table 3.5 show a tendency

similar to that observed from VPO (results in Table 3.2). and each of

the K values has a magnitude similar to the corresponding one in Table

3.2.
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3.3.6. Critical Discussion of the Minimun Standard Deviation as the

Criterion of the Be8士 Values

As a criterion of the be.8七 values, we used the minimum standard

deviations of O and A respectively for the determination of K and Kt

from the vapor-pressure osmometric measurements and for the determina-

tion of ∬ and Ao from the conductivity data･ ℡he rather sharp minima

shown by the standard deviations, oo and o^, for each given a value

made the determination of the be8七 parameter values possible. =n most

conductivity studies. however, where the minimization of o^ has been

used for the simultaneous determination of the values of three

parameters′ ∬′ Ao′ and α′ the minimum standard deviation is not

necessarily a good criterion of the be8士 parameter values. The minimum

values of ol and o^ we obtained for each fixed value of a are plotted

against a in Figs.3.12 and 3.13 respectively. Zn the latter, the

results obtained for HgSO4 by the use of Fuoss-OnsagerTs equation47)

and Pittsls equation48,49) are also shown for comparison. =n Fig'3.131

some of the curves have two minima, while others have a shallow minimum.

The a value glVing the minimum.o^
･depends

not only on the experimental

data, but also on the theoretical equations used for the analysis of

the data. These facts imply that the minimum standard deviation cannot

be a good basis for the determination of the be8七 a value. Figure 3.12

glVeS hardly a clue for determining the be8七 a value from the vpo data.

Regarding the conductivity method, a similar discussion has also been

made in detail by Hanna
e七a之.27,50)

Thus, we shall try to estimate

the be8七I a and K values with the help of theories of ion association･2,

3′34)
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3.3.7. Estimation of the Be18七Values with the Help of Theories of =on

Association

zn chapter 2,.we made a refinement of the Debye-HGckel theoryl)

on the basis of the purely electrostatic model and introduced a correc-

tion term into the Debye-H荘ckel expression for the chemical potential

of a dissolved electrolyte. By connecting the correction term with

the conventional concept of ion association, we derived the expression

for the ion-association constant, Eq. (2.31) , which gives the K

value as a function of a. Since this theoretical K value decreases

monotonously with the increase in a, and since the experimental K value

increases
with the increase in the assumed value of a, only one choice

of a set of α and ∬ values can satisfy both theory and experiment.

Such sets of a and K values are given in Table 3.6. Each of the listed

α values is somewhat greater than the sum of the crystallo9raphic radii

★★★

of the cation and the anion, pM+2･A, and is plausible if hydration

of the ions is taken into consideration. This can be taken as evidence

for the validity of the theory.

FuossTs theory3) of ion association could be used in place of our

theory･ Zn that case, the results for MgSO4′ CaSO4′ and MnSO4 are

similar to those given in Table 3.6, but no value of a would simultane-

ously satisfy the theory and the experiment for [Ru(phen)3]SO4 and

[Fe(phen)
3]SO4･

This disagreement between theory and experiment may

substantiate our previous criticism of Fuoss.s theory of ion associa-

tion described in Section 2.8.

Bjerrum.s theory2) could also be used to determine the values of

the ion-association constant and the closest distance of approach of

ions, but in a manner different from the above. Since his theory

regards a cation and an anion within the critical distance q

( =&2e2/2eたT ) of each other as forming an ion-pair, the substitution
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of q.for a in the Debye一紙ckel expression [Eqs.(3.4) and (3.9)] should

give a K value consistent with Bjerrunls theory. Such K values are

given at the bottoms of Tables 3･2 to 3･51 Where the values of q

O O

(14.3 A at 250c and 13.9 A at OOc) are substituted for a. =n BjerrunTs

theory. the parameter α characteristic of each elctrolyte is ､the

closest distance of approach of the cation and the anion ofメIn
ion-

pair, and the value can be calculated by the use of a relation between

K and a. The values of a thus obtained from the vpo experimental

O O o

results are 4･64 A for MgSO4′ 4･36 A for CaSO4, 4･13 A for MnSO4′ and

O

9･9o A for [Ru(phen)3]SO4･ These a values are smaller than those given

O

in Table 3･6･ Especially, the value, 9･9o A, for [Ru(phen)3]SO4 is

very close to the sum of the crystallo9raphic radii of the cation and

O

the anion, 10.0 A. This could be taken as an indication of there being

no appreciable hydration. However. in view of the fact that the salt

is highly soluble in water and crysta11i2:eS aS a hydrate with more than

Seven molecules of water, there seem to be water molecules intervening

J
0

between the ions in aqueous solutions,･ thus, the a value of 9･9o A is

possibly too small. This may be caused by the unreasonable character-

istic of Bjerrum-s theory that the theoretical ion-association

constants decrease rapidly to 2:erO aS the value of a approaches the

O

critical distance. 14.3 A.

★★★

The values of pM+pA glVen in Table 3･6 were estimated as

follows･ The crystallographic data of CaSO4･2=20 and X2SO451) were

used
for the estimation of the radius, pA, Of the sulfate ion･

paulin9･s
radius52) of each cation was subtracted from the distance

between the metal ion
and the nearest oxygen atom of the neighboring

O

sulfate iqn･･ the difference, 1･38 A, was obtained as the radius of the

OXYgen atom belonging tO a Sulfate ion. This oxygen radius was added

to the bond length between the sulfur and the oxygen atom Of a sulfate
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ion･ l･5.ーÅ･5l･5･3)to obtain 2･88 A as the value of pA for the sulfate

ion･ Pauling-s radii52) were used as the pM Values for magnesium,

calcium′ and manganese ions･ For t∫e(pben)3】2+∫ the data of X-ray

diffraction54) are available･ They give 6･13 A as the distance from

O

the central iron atom to the most distant hydrogen atom of the coordi-

nated i,10-phenanthroline ligand･ The pM Value of [Fe(phen)3]2+ was

O

estimated as the ら- of this distance′ 6･13 A′ and the effective
O

radius of the hydrogen atom, 0･95 A, as estimated from the interatomic

distance between the hydrogen atom of the ligand and the nearest

oxygen atom of a tartratoantimonate ion given in the literature.
54)

The pM Value for [Ru(phen)3]2+ was assumed to be equal to that for the

iron-complex ion.
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CHAPTER 4

Spectrophotometric Studies of the 工on

Association of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes in Water

4. i. Zntroduction

=n Chapters 1 and2, we have developed a theory of ion association

and have made use of it in the experimental determinations of the be8七

values of ion-association constants and the closest distance of

approach of ions. With the help of the theory, consistent and

plausible results have been derived from vapor-pressure osmometry and

conductivity measurements on 2 : 2 electrolyte solutions. Zn this

connection, it is of interest to see if spectrophotometric studies

give results consistent with the previous ones.

The absorption spectra of ion-pairs in the ultraviolet region

have often been measured on solutions of metal complex salts such as

hexarrminecobalt(工Ⅱ) salts, and analyzed to obtain the ion-association

constants.17,55-57) The ion association of divalent ions has been

observed between the Cu2+, =g2+, [co(NH3)5Cl]2+, and UO22+ cations and

the SO42- ion,58-64) and between some metal cations such as Mg2+ and

the S2032- 10n･65) These are considered to be special cases where

spectropbotometry can be directly applied to the detemination of the

ion-association constant. ェn most electrolyte solutions, ion-pair

formation causes no appreciable change in Jthe absorption. However,

even when no absorpti甲I Change occurs, the ion-association constant

can be indirectly determined by means of appropriate indicators.66)

For example, with the pH indicator, 2,4-dinitropheno1, the ion-

association constant of MgSO4 in 20 % ethanol solutions has been

measured by Bale e七aL.67) This method with the pH indicator has the
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disadvantage, however, that the complex composition of the solution

makes the analysis of the data difficult and introduces considerable

uncertainty into the results.

工n this Chapter. an attempt has been made to determine spectro-

photometrically the ion-association constants of mag･nesium. calcium.

manganese, and 2:inc sulfates, with copper sulfate as an indicator.

Copper sulfate in aqueous solutions is known to show an intense ultra-

violet absorption attrlbutable to the formation of ion-pairs.
58-62)

whereas the other four sulfates are nearly transparent in aqueous

solutions and no ion-pair formation is detected spectrophotometrically.

When copper sulfate is mixed with one of the four sulfates, the ion-

association of the latter can be expected to be indirectly observed

through the change in absorption due to copper sulfate ion-pairs.

Although spectrophotometric studies of the ion association of copper

sulfate have been made by several authors,58-62) they are not suffi-

cient for the purpose of the present investigation. Thus, a re-

examination has also been made of the ion association in simple copper

sulfate solutions.

4.2. Experimental

4.2.i. Measurements

The absorption measurements were made at 250 nm with a Carl Zeiss

PMQⅡ , spectrophotometer equipped with a H4Q= monochromator, using

i-cm quartz cells. The slit width was 0.15 rum, resulting in a

spectral-band width of 0.57 nm at 250 nm. The cells were maintained

at 25.00 +0.05oC by the circulation of water from a thermostat to the

cell holder.

copper perchlorate solutions of 5.007 Ⅹ10-3 and 1.001Ⅹ10-2 H

were prepared by the dilution of a stock solution of 5.007Ⅹ10-2 M
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copper perchlorate containipg about ･2 X 10-3
■M

perchloric acid to

protect it against hydrolysis. Their absorbances, observed at 250 nm,

were o●o607 and 0.1218 respec･tivelyl Which 9aVe absorbances per mol 1-1

of the copper ion of 12.12 and 12.16 respectively. These values are

in agreement with each other within the range of experimental error,'

the average, 12.14, was used as the molar extinction coefficient of

the free copper ions.

A stock solution of i.000 Ⅹ10-2比copper sulfate containing

i.OIX1014也Sulfuric acid was diluted with a i.01Ⅹ10-4 A sulfuric

acid solution. Thereby, nine copper sulfate solutions with concentra-

tions from 2Ⅹ10-3 to 10-2 M at 10-3 M intervals were preparedt･ their

absorbances were then measured.

A stock solution of l･000 Ⅹ10-2 A magnesium sulfate containing

i.OIXIO-4 A sulfuric acid was mixed with the stock solution of copper

sulfatel and with i.01Ⅹ10-4比Sulfuric acid when necessaryt to make

nine mixed electrolyte solutions. (The compositions of the solutions

are shown in Table 4.3.) Similar mixed electrolyte solutions

containing copper sulfate and another divalent metal sulfate were also

prepared with calcium, manganese, and zinc sulfates in the same manner

as in the case of magnesiumsulfate. The absorbances of all the

solutions were measured under the condition described above. Simple

solutions containing no copper sulfate were also prepared by the

dilution of the stock solutions. and their absorbances were measured

as the blank values to be subtracted from the absorbances of the mixed

elec'trolyte solutions. The blank values were nearly 2:erO, Or less

than 0.001. A11 the solutions were prepared within an error of +0.1%

in concentration, and their transmittances were observed within an

error of +0.05%.
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4.2.2. Haterials

The copper perchlorate was prepared by dissolving basic copper

carbonate
in an aqueous solution containiヮg an equivalent amount of

perchloric acid. After the solution had then been concentrated on a

water bath, the salt was crystalli2:ed with stirring at room temperature

and recrysta11i2:ed twice from its aqueous solution containing a very

small amount of perchlorlc acid. ℡he crystal was obtained as a hexa-

hydrate after having been dried over phosphorus pentaoxide. Zts

composition was confirmed by the electrolytic analysis of the く:Opper

ion. A reagent-grade copper sulfate was recrystallized as a penta-

hydrate from its aqueous solution containing a Very Small amount of

sulfuric acid,･ it was then air-dried at room temperature. =t岳 composi-

土ion was confirmed by the electrolytic analysis of the copper ion and

by dehydration at about 220oC. The magnesium and calciunsulfates

used were prepared and analyzed according to the procedure described

in section 3･2･2･ The manganese sulfate used was a reagent-grade

hydrate. The manganese concentration in its stock solution was

determined by the titration of the manganese ion with EDTA.68) The

2;inc sulfate used was a heptahydrate of reagent grade. The 2:inc

concentration in its stock solution was determined by the titration of

the 2:inc ion with EDTA.

4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.i. Determination of the

,Ion-Association
constant of Copper Sulfate

The observed absorbances (D) of aqueous copper sulfate solutions

of various concentrations.(eM) containing l･01 Ⅹ10⊥4 H H2SO4 are Shown

inTable 4.ll tOgetherwith the absorbances per mo1 1-1 of copper sulfate

(D/eM) ･ The corresponding values are also listed for copper
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perchlorate solutions containipg abo,ut 2 Ⅹ10-3
■M

=C104･ The D/eM

values of the copper' sulfate solutions are very much greater than

those of the copper perchlorate solutions and increase with the

increase in the concehtration. This phenomenon has usually been

attributed to the ion assoclat土on of the copper ion with the sulfate

10n'58-62) zn the followingl the absorption data will be analyzed in

order to obtain the ion-association constant.

The possible ion-association equilibria between ions in the

solution are:

M + A ≠ 比A

H + A # HA

where A,

cu2+so42-

A, =, HA, and弧represent Cu2+, so42-, H+∫ HSO4 , and

respectively. S土nce the concentration of the sulfuric acid

is as low as l･01Ⅹ10-4 M, the formation of the Cu2+HSO4 ion-pair was

ignored･ The formations of the (Cu2+)2SO42- and Cu2+(so42-)2 triple-

ions and the (Cu2+so42-)2 quadrupole were also i9nOred･ According tO

vpo studies described in Chapter 3, this approximation is good enough

for the present study, where the concentrations of the solutions are

lower than 10-2 M･ The fo-ation constants, K弘and KHA, Of Cu2+so42-

and HSO4 reSpeCtively are 91Ven by;

【凹Å】
K%

KHA

【M][A]yMyA

【且A】
･yHA

[H] [A]yHyA

(4.3)

(4.4)

where yM, yH, yA, and yHA are the activity coefficients of Cu2+, H+,

so42-, and =SO4 reSPeCtively･ The activity coefficient of the

cu2+so42- ion-pair was regarded as unity. The total concentrations of

cu2+, so42-, and H+, denoted by. eM, eA, and oH respectively, are

related to the concentrations of the species existing in the solution
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as follows:

eM= (M] +工弘】

eA= 【A] + [出A】 + 【HA]

eH= [H] + [HA]

(4.5)

The absorption observed at 250 nm can be attributed to the free

cu2+ ion and the Cu2+so42- ion-pair･ Thus, the absorbance, D, of each

solutior! can be expressed by:

D =

eM(M]
+

e岨【也A]

≡
eMeM + (e比A-eM)[瓜】 (4.6)

where eM and e比A are the molar extinction coefficients of Cu2+ and

cu2+so42- respectively･ Using Eqs･(4･3)∫ (4･5)∫ and (4･6)∫ one can

derive the relation三

∈MA- CM

1
a +K瓜e岨-eM

where P and a are variables defined by:

P =

(eA- [HA])yMyA

(D/eM)
-

eM

Q= (oM+eA- 【瓜】
-

【HA])yMyA

(4.7)

(4.8)

=f Kn, eM, and eHA are ass-ed to be constant under the present

experimental conditions, a linear relationship can be expected between

P and a in Eq.(4.7). The parameters appearing･ in Eq.(4.8) were treated

as follows.

The molar extinction coefficient of the freeしion, eM, ･WaS assumed

to be equal to the absorbance (per cm) per mol i-i of copper perchlorate

in dilute solutions. This assumption is コuStified, at least at 250 nm,

since the copper perchlorate solutions at this wavel･epgth obey Beerls

law. as is shown in Table 4.1,･ howerver, this does not exclude the

possibility that ion-pairs may be formed between copper ions and

perchlorate ions. The concentration of the hydrogensulfate ion, (HA] ,
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is 91Ven
by;

【HA】

- 41elI･(eA- [m])

(4.9)
2

where Rl is a variable defined by:

Rl-eH･eA-【m]･壷
These equations were derived from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) on the assumption

that y払=yA･ This assumption is acceptable for the calculation of

the P and Q values with Eq.(4.8), since, at the low acid concentration

of eH=2･02Ⅹ10-4 H, 【=A] is very low compared with oA･ The value of

KHA W主s taken from the literature･69) The logKHA Value of l･99 was

obtained by many authors by means of various experimental methods.
ヽ

The activity coefficients, yM and yA, Were expressed by the Debye一

舶ckel expression:1)

logyM = 1ogyA = -

4AI Jf

i+Bal斤

(4.10)

Theseequationsare given by rewriting Eq･(2･24)･ Al and B are

constants defined by;

B-属-膚'B-0･3291Ⅹ108at25..｡c,
Al-

0･21714議席-
o･217148B 'Al-0･5115 at 25･0｡C'

I is the ionic strength given
by=

･- 2.(eM･1oA- 2[叫- 【HA])
･■喜eH

(4･11)

The values of P. a, and- K拭A Were Calculated by the method of

successive approximations in the following way. Assuming [比A】≡ 【HA] = 0

provisionally, the'ionic strength and then the activity coefficients

were estimated for a given a Value･ By putting the values of these

parameters into Eq.(4.8), the values of P and 々were calculated for
/
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each solution. Assuning a linear relationship between the P and a

values, the coefficient of the first term, i/(eMA-eH), and the second

term･ i/K岨(eHA- eM) ･ Of the right-hand side of Eq･ (4･7) were evaluated

by the method of least squaresL,･ the value of'K拭A Was then obtained as

the ratio between them･ The KMA Value thus obtained was used for the

calculation of the [叫′ 【HA], I, yM, and yA Values by means of Eqs･

(4.3)-(4.5) and (4.9)-(4.ll),･ these values were in turn used for the

recalculation of the values of P and a. Then, by the use of these

values, the value of KMA Was evaluated again in the same way as above･

=n order to obtain the final value of KMA, Such calculations were

v

repeat占d several times until the values of i/(e胞- eM) and

i/K弧(｡瓜-｡H) in Eq･ (4･7) became constant within O･05! of their

respective values.

The resultingplotofPv8.Q is shown in Fig.4.1 for each value of

the parameter a･ =n Table 4･2, the values of K岨and e机九 are Shown

for the several a values assumed･ Figure 4･2 gives the plot of logK瓜

v8･ a･ For a=10 A, the result in the present work′ K弧=241 mol-1l,

O

is in essential agreement with that obtained by Davies e七a‡.60) at

240 nm′ K瓜=250 mol-ill

Table 4.2 also gives the standard deviation of D in percentage,

oD(%), defined by…

oD(%)
= i:i

( 100 (Dobsd,i
-

Dcalcd,i ) /Dcalcd,i

n-･2

where Dobsdli and Dcalcd,i are the observed and.calculated absorbances

respectively for the ith copper sulfate solution. The value of

Dcalcd,i Was Calculated by means of Eq･(4･6), Where the e岨Value given

in Table 4･2 was used together with the connected'KMA Value from which

the [MA] value was derived･ As is shown in Table 4･2, the oD(%) values

O

for the a values b色tween4 and 14.3 A (Bjerrun-s critical distance of
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ion association2)) are as small as 0.09-0.16!. This shows that the

observed absorba-nces rare reproducible within the rapge of experimental

error with each set of the a, KMA, and e岨Values･ The value of a

which gives the
minimumoD(%) might be ■regarded as the be8七value･ A

O

minimumwas actually found around a=5 A. However, it is a shallow

minimum,･ therefore. there is some uncertainty as to the be8七 value of

α●

4.3.2. Determination of the =on-Association Constants of Magnesium.

Calcium, Manganese, and Zinc Sulfates from Measurements of

Mixed Electrolyte Solutions

The absorbances of the mixed CuSO4-HgSO4, CuSO4-CaSO4, CuSO4-MnSO4,

and CuSO4-ZnSO4 SOlutions containing l･OIX10-4 M of H2SO4 are Shown in

Table 4.3. A comparison of Table 4.3 with Table 4.i shows that the

addition of a second divalent metal sulfate increases the absorbance of

the solution. This increase in the absorbance is attributable to the

increase in the concentration of the ion-pair′ Cu2+so42-∫ caused by the

increase in the concentration of the sulfate ion. However, the quan-

tity of free sulfate ions supplied by the second metal sulfate depends

on the ion-association constant of the second metal ions with sulfate

ions. if the concentrations of the second components are the same.

Zn the following paragraphs, the ion-association constant of the second

metal sulfate will be estimated on the basis of an analysis of the

absorption data.

We shall discuss the mixed CuSO4-HgSO4 SOlutions as an example･

The third ion-association equilibrium, Eq. (4.12) , must be considered

in addition to Eq?. (4.1) and (4.2) for copper sulfate solutions:

M- + A
rJ

A-A (4.12)

where M- represents the Mg2+ ion and M.A,.the Mg2+so42- ion-pair･
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The formation constant of the ion-pair, KMIA, is expressed by:

【MIA]

㌔･A
【Ml] [A]yMlyA

(4.13)

where yMl is the activity coefficient of the free magnesium ion･ The

activity coefficient of the Mg2+so42- ion-pair is regarded asmity･

The total concentrations, eM, eH, eM- and eA, are related to the

concentrations of the species existing in the solution as follows:

eM= 【M] + 【D4A]

eH= [H] + [HA]

oM･= [M'] + [M.A]

oA= 【A】 + 【朗A】+ 【MTA】 + 【HA]

The concentration of the Cu2+so42- ion-pair can be expressed by:

【凹A】≡

D
-

E･MeM

(4.14)

(4.15)

eMA-CM

wbiく:也 was obtained by rewriting Eq.(4.6). Equation (4.6) can also be

used for the mixed electrolyte solutions, since magnesium sulfate as

well as the other second components glVe absorbances as small as 0.001

or less in solutions of eMl =10-2 M･･ the small absorbance has been

allowed for in obtaining each D value given in Table 4.3. By combining

Eqs.(4.3卜and (4.14). one obtains:

【比良】
【MIA] --eA- 【瓜】

-

【ZIA]
-

(eM- 【岨】) K岨yMyA

The concentration (HA] is given by:

【HA】

-

4etl( eA- 【B4A卜【班IA])

(4.16)

(4.17)
2

where R2 is a variable defined by:

1
R2

=eH'`eA-[n]-["'A)'石訂拓

Equation (4.17) was derived from Eqs.(4.4) and (4.14) by'assuming
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yHA=yH･ in the same manner as in the ■case 'of copper sulfate solutions･

Then, by the use of Eqs･(4･13)■-(4･17), KM･A Can be calculated if

the values of K弘′ Km,.∈M, ∈弧′
･yM, ･yH-

and yA are known･ As has

been mentioned above, logKHA=l･99 is･ given in the literature69) and

the value of cH has been experimentally determined to be 12･14

(Table 4･1)･ The values of Kn and e瓜have already been obtained as

a function of a,･ they are listed in Table 4.2. By assuming that both

copper and magnesium sulfates have the same a value, the activity

coefficients of the free ions, yM, yM- and yA, are given by the Debye-

Hackel theoryl) as follows:

4A＼F
1ogy比三logy比- = logyA= -

i+Ba斤

(4.18)

where the ionic strength, I, is given by･.

･-2(eM･oM. ･eA-2[n] -2[出･A]
-

[HA]-喜eH
The calculation of KM･A Was done as follows･ Assuming [M'A] = [HA]

=O provisionally, the ionic strength, I, and then the activity

coefficients, yM and yA, Were evaluated for a glVen a Value･ [朋A】 was

calculated by the use of Eq･ (4･15) with the corresponding e比A Value

for the given a Value. By putting these values into the right-hand

side of Eq.(4.16), the value of [比-A] was obtained, and then the value

of [HA] was calculated by the use of Eq.(4.17). The values of [M.A]

and [HA] thus obtained were used for the recalculation of I, yH･ and

yA, after which [M.A] and [HA] were re-evaluated in the same way･

S-uch a procedure was repeated several times until both the [MTA] and

[HA] valuesl became constant within 0.05 % of their respective values.

The values of (MIA],
･【HA],

and yA thus obtained were then used to

evaluate the ion-association constant, KM･-A, by means of Eqs･ (4･13) ,

(4･14)∫ and (4･18)･ The values of- KH.A Were thus obtained for the

solutions of each different composition, after which the KMIA Values
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were averaged･ =n Table 4･4′ the averaged KM■A Value of MgSO4 aS Well

as those of the other sulfates are -shown for the several a values

assumed.

A comparison of Table 14.4 with Table 4.2 shows that the ion-

association constants ( KM-A) of MgSO4. CaSO4. MnSO4. and ZnSO4 are

considerably smaller than that of CuSO4 ( K瓜) at the same a value,

and that, as the assumed a value increases, KM■A increases in parallel

with K岨′ With the difference kept almost constant･･ i･e･ , Km-KHIA

84-86 for MgSO4′ 68-70 for CaSO4′ 65-68 for MnSO4, and 61-64 for ZnSO4･

These results were derived from the data on the mixed aqueous

solutions of copper sulfate and a second metal sulfate in question,

assuming that the a value for the latter was the same as that for

copper sulfate. Therefore, the results obtained for the second metal

sulfates (Table 4.4) may be different from those which would be

obtained from the experiments on single electrolyte solutions. This

problem will be examined below.

The activity coefficient of each ionic species is expressed by:

4AJf
1ogyi =-

i ･

BaiJT
(4.19)

where the subscript i stands for the ionic species, whether A, M■. or

A･ Rigorously speaking, the condition ai =a･ is required in order for
3

Eq. (4.19) and a similar equation for 3'-ions to satisfy the thermodynam-

ical relationミ70)

a(･1og yi)

■a¢.

3

=

a(log_y･)

aoi

As an approximation, however, Eq. (4.19) will be used without the condi-

tion that α.=α‥
も ■3

The main ionic species existing in the mixed CuSO4-MgSO4 SOlutions

are cu2+, Mg2+, and SO42-･ since the sulfate ion is the predominant
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anionic specliest the closest dista'nce of approach of the copper ion in

the mixed electrolyte solution, aM, Cab be 'reasonably approximated by

the a value in sipgle copper sulfate solutions･ The same argument

applies to aM-
for the magnesiumion･ Consideripg the probability of

a sulfate ion colliding with each of the metal cations, we assumed the

equation;

aMe桝+ aMI･e.比l

αA=

eM+ oMt

Then the activity coefficient of each ion was calculated by the use of

Eq･(4･19)･ The K弧and e弧Values were so chosen from Table 4･2 as to

correspond to the assumed aH Value･ Then the experimental data was

analy2:ed in the way described above, except that different a values

and, accordingly. different activity coefficients were used for differ-

ent ions instead of a common a and a common activity coefficient. The

values of KMTA Were thus obtained for various combinations of the

values of aM and aM-･

=n Fig･4･3, the values of KHTA Obtained for MgSO4 are Plotted

against the values of aH- With several fixed aM Values･ This figure

also shows, for comparison, the plot of the results given in Table 4.4,

which was obtained above with the ass-ption that aM=aM- (≡aA)

【Eq･ (4･18)]･ The values of K班-A Obtained with and without this assump-

tion [Eq･(4･18)] are close to each other when the value of aM. is not

O

very different from the value of a比; for example, aMT =3-7 A for aH=

0 0 0

5 A and aH- =6･5-12 A for aM=10 A･ This condition is probably

satisfied in view of the fact that the crystallographic radius of the

magnesium ion i占only slightly different from that of the copper ion

(see Table 4･6)･ Thus, the KD41A Values given in Table 4･4 for the

special case of aM=¢比l approximate the KM-A Values in the general

case without the assumption that a比=aH- if one reads aH■
for a･
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In other words, the results obtained for HgSO4 from experiments on the

mixed electrolyte solutions with the 'assumption that aM= aMI Probably

represent the results which would be obtained from experiments on

single magnesium sulfate solutions. The same argⅦnent also applies to

the cases of the other mixed electrolyte solutions investigated.

4.3.3. Comparison with the Vapor-Pressure Osmometry and the

Conductivity Method

=n Chapter 3, the ion association of MgSO4, CaSO4′ and MnSO4 in

aqueous solutions was studied with a vapor-pressure osmometer, and the

ion-association constants were obtained. The ion-association constants

of these electrolytes were also obtained by reanalyzing the literature

values of the conductivity28-32) by means of Fuoss-Hsia,s equation45)

1 46)
zn connection with the presentexpanded by Ferninde2:-Prin1.

spectrophotometric studies, the conductivity data on aqueous CuSO4 and

znso4 SOlutions measured by Oven and Gurry71)
-were

reanalyzed
in the

manner described in Chapter 3, and the ion-association constants

were evaluated with various a values assumed. The results are shown

in Table 4･5･･ the logK弧for CuSO4 IS Plotted against.a in Fig･4･2･

O

Zn the range of a=3･0-14･3 A, the ion-association constant of CuSO4

derived from the conductivity data is not very different from that

determinedトby the spectrophotometry (Table 4.2).

Figure 4･4 glVeS the plot of logK比■A V8･ a for MgSO4 aS an example

of the results obtained from the spectrophotometric studies of the

mixed electrolyte solutions,
.together

with those obtained in chapter 3

from the vapor-pressure osmometric and conductivity studies of the

single electrolyte solutions. The spectrophdtometric method glVeS

slightly smaller ion-association constants than those. given by the

other methods.
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=n Fig.4.5,
.the

logK values■ (the Lsubscripts,出A and M'A are

omitted) are plotted against the rec~土procal of the crystallo9raphic

O

radii of the rcations,

,with
the assumption that a=6 A. The logK

values increase in the orderr: MgSO4くCaSO4 <MnSO4くZnSO4 <CuSO4･ This

order is the same as that obtained by the other methods. The same

O

tendency was also obtained with the assumption that α=14.3 A. Such a

tendency in the magnitude of the ion-association constants seems to

reflect some properties of the metal
ions. zn this connection, further

discussions will be made in the next section.

4.3.4. Estimation of the Bee七Value of a with the Help of the Theory

of =on Association

工n Chapter 2. we derived an expression for the ion-association

constant [Eq.(2.31)]. The logK ve. a curves obtained with Eq.(2.31)

are shown in Figs.4.2 and 4.4 (broken curves) and there compared with

the experimental curves. The point where the experimental curve cross

the theoretical curve gives experimental a and K values consistent

with the theory of ion
association.

The valu声S Of a and K for each electrolyte were obtained in this

way,' they are shown in Table 4.6. The magnitude of the ion-association

constant increased with the decrease in α and with the decrease in the

crystallographic radii of the metal ions except for the case of the

magnesiumion. This general trend can be expected from electrostatic

considerations･ The small value of K and the large value of a for

magnesium sulfate, in spite of the small crystallographic radii of the

magnesiumion, can be attributed to the strong hydration of the

magnesium ion.

The results. given in Table 4･6 show that the differences between

the a value of copper sulfate and those of the other electrolytes are
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O

much less than 2 A. This satisfies'the above-mentioned condition for

the validity of the- present treatment in derivipg ion-association

constants from the■ spectrophdtometric data on the mixed electrolyte

solutions.
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S U比凹ARY

i. The Debye-HGckel theory was re-examined and a theoretical expresI

sion was derived for the ion-association constant of symmetrical

electrolytes. 工t was shown that the concept of ion association ls a

practical and useful convention to complement the Debye-tI正ckel theory.

2. The osmotic coefficients of solutions of some 2 : 2 electrolytes

were measured with a vapor-pressure osmometer. The data were analy2:ed

to obtain the 土on-association constants; the triple-ion formation and

the ion hydration were considered. The values of the ion-association

constants obtained depended on the assumed value of the closest

distance of approach of ions. α.

3. The conductivity and cryoscopIC data given in the literature were

analy2:ed to obtain the ion-association constants as a functiわn of a.

The value of the ion-association constant obtained for a given a Value

only slightly depended on the experimental methods.

4. The ion-association
constants of the divalent metal

ions with the

sulfate ion were determined as a function of a from the spectrophoto-

metric measurements of simple and mixed aqueous electrolyte solutions.

The results obtained were similar to those obtained from the vapor-

pressure osmometric and conductivity measurements.

5. The criterion of minimum standard deviation was found to be unsat-

is factory for the simultaneous determination of the be8七 values of the

ion-association constant and the closest distance of approach of ions･

Their be8もvalues were determined with the help of the theoretical

expression of the ion-association constant. The obtained be8七 values

of a were reasonable,･ this may be evidence for the validity of the

theory.

■
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5.6 1.7889 1.3828

5.8
I
1.8646 1.4545

6.0 1.93チ1
11.5266

6.2 2.O124 1.5992
6.4 2.0848 1.6723

6.6 2.1563 1.7458

6.8 2.2271
I
1.8197

7.0 2.2IT3 1.0939

7.5 2.4709 2.0811

8'.0 2.6428 2.2702

8.51 2.8142
'

2.4611

9.0 2.9860 2.6534
9.5 3.1S90 2.8470

10.0 3.33361 3.0419
10.5 3r.5102 I 3.2379
ll.0 3.6890 3.434B
ll.5 3.8700 3.6327

12.0 4.1o533' 3.8313

12.5

13.0

13..5

14.0

14.5
15.0

15.5

16.0

16.5

17.0

17.5

18.0
18.5

19.0

19.5

20.0

21.0

22.0
23.0

24.0

25.0
26.0

27.0
28.0

29.0

30.0

32.0

34.0

36.0

38.0

40.0

42.0

44.0

461.0

48.0

4.2388 4.D307

4.4263 4.2309

4.6158 4.4316

4.8069 4.6330

4.9997 4.8349
5.1939 5.0373

5.3893 5.2402

5.5859 5.443β

5.7B36 5.6473

5.9822 5.8515

6.1817 6.05石1

6.3819 6.2610

6.5'828 6.4662

6.7844 6.6718

6.9865 6.8777

7.1892 7.0838

7.5960 7.4969

e.0046 7.9110

8.4147
.
8.3260

8.8261 8.7418

9.2386 9.1584

9.6523 9.5756

10.0669 9.9936

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

2

3
4

5
6

丁

8

l

.4824 .10.4121

.e987
10.8311

i315T ll.2507

.1517 ･12.0912

.9900
12.9335

.B303
13.77わ

.6723
14.6224

.5159.I
15.▲6●丁

.3608
16.3161

.･2070
17.1615

.0543
18.O138

.9026
10.16き9

50.0

55.0

60.0

65.O

TO.0
丁5.0

80.0

85.0

90.0

95..0

loo.0

110.0

120.0

130.0

140.0

150.0

160.0

170.0

leo.'0

190.0

200.0

250.0

300.0
3SO.0

400.0

450.0

500.0

石00.¢

TOO.0
000.0

900.0

1000.0

19.751B 19.7147

21.8783 21.844B

24.0090 23.9785

26.1433 26.1152

28.2eO4 28.2545
30.42O1 30.3960

32.5620 32.5394

34.7058 34.6846

36.8512 36.B312

38.9981 38.9792

41.1463 41.1284

45.4462 45.4300

49.75OO 49.7351

54.0570 54.0433

58.3667 5B.3541

62.6789 62.667O

66.9930 66.9820
71.3090 71.2986

75.6265 75.6167

79.9455 79.9362

e4.2657 84.2568

105.8817 105.8746

127.5161 127.5102

149.1630 149.1580

170.B191

192.4B22

214.1508

257.5004

300.8626

344.2338

387.6120

430.9955

170.e147

192.4783

214.1172
257.4975

SOD.8600
344.2315

387.6098

430.9934



℡able 2.2

Thermodynamic Parameter5 for 工on■･Pair Formation

Yokoyama-Yamatera ,

paramater Ebeling,6) and B]errum2) Fuos$3) Denison-Ramsey4)

(･b+･中).

盛･ex_(b'

-BT'ln盛･b'
Rln盛-bRT駕㌍

-bRT2(寮i妄)

#'exp (b) exp(b)

-RT'1n感･b'
-bRT

a.1n感-bRT潟㌍ -bRT等キ

ーbRT2(寮i妄) -bRT2(塙土･妄)

∫



～

Table 3.1

Osmotic coefficients ¢ of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes Measured with a Vapor-Pressure

Osmometer at 25.00c

払gSO4

m

(mol k9-1)

CaSO4

m

(mol k9-1)

班nSO4

m

(mol k9-1)

【･Ru･(phen-)
3】

SO4

m

(･mol kg-i)

0.005036

0.01485

0.02021

0.02473

0.03050

0.03464

0.03948

0.04455

0.04961

0.05984

0.07903

tO.09945

0.1490

0.800+0.008

0.722+0.004

0.700+0.003

0.686+0.003

0.672+0.002

0.664+0.002

0.655+0.002

0.648+0.002

0.638+0.002
∵

0.629+0.002
+I

0.610+0.002

0.596+0.002
+

0.573+0.002

0.002990

0.004438

0.005943

0.007465

0.008923

0.01044

0.O1187

0.01334

0.01491

0.816+0.012

0.809'+0.00'9

0.773+0.007

0.763+0.006

0.745+0.005

0.736+0.004

0.721+0.004

0.729+0.004

0.709+0.004
+

0.008371 0.744+0.005

__
0.01662 0.695+0.003

0.02549 0.664+0.003
｢｢=

0.03346 0.646+0.003

0.04187 0.632十0.002
:~｢===

0.05108 0.619 +0.002
｢~二

0.05858 0.609十0.002
~■■■:=

0.06786 0.599+0.002
｢~~=

■■

o.o7549 0.594 +-0.002

__
0.08432 0.584 +0.002

=二｣

0.1006 0.569 +0.002

__~
0.12'64 0.557 +0.002

0.008542 0.829+0.005

0.01675 0.806 +0.003

0.02498 0.775+0.003

0.03300 0.760+0.002

0.04079 0.744+0.002

0.05040 0.727 +0.002

0.05868 0.716+0.002

0.06763 0.705+0.002

0.07635 0.699+0.002

0.08536 0.687 +0.002



℡able 3.2

K and Kt Valu由of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes Determined by the Vapor-Pressure Osmometric

Hea8urementS at 25.00c

MgSO4 CiSO4 MnSO4 【Ru (phen)
3]

sod

a K 'Kt K Kt K Kt K Kt

(呈)(mol~1kg) (m.1~1kg) (m.1~1kg) (m.1-l九g) (m｡1-lkg) (m.1~1kg) (m.i-1kg) (m｡1-l九g)

h=O ho=15 h=O ho=15 h=O ho三15 h=O ho三15

(B戸)(A)a) .(B) ･(A) ･(a)
(A) (B) (A)

4.0 72+8 0 0.7 Q.9 118+27

5.0 100+3 1.5 2.1 2.4 135+25

6.0 121+5 2.2 2.7 3.1 147+24

7.0 137+6

8.O 150+7

10.0 169+7

12.0 183+6

14.3b)194+6

2.5 3.0 3.5 159+24

2.6 3.1 3.7 169+24

2.7 3.i 3.9 188+24

2.6 3.1 3.9 204+24

2.5 2.9 3.8 219+24

0 0 0 136+8 0.7 1.2 1.5

1.4 1.8 2.1 159+5 ■1.9 2.3 2.7

2.8 3.3 3.5 178+4

3.6 4.0 4.3 192+4

4.0 4.4 4.7 204+5

4.2 4.6 5.0 222+5

4.1 4.4 4.r8 235+6

3.6 3.9 4.3 246+8

2.5 3.0 3.5

2.9 3.4 4｣0

3.ユ 3.6 4.3

3.4 3.8 4.6

3.4 3.9 4.8

3.4 3.8 4.8

7+2 20 20 21

28+3 5.1 5.9 6.5

42+3 3.2 3.7 4.3

53+4 2.2 2.6 3.1

α)-see
the text (p. 28and 29).

a) The.critical distance of ion association at 250c in Bjerrum.s theory･2)



℡able 3.3

K and Kt Values Determined by the Reanalysis of the CryoscopIC Data

up to o.1 molk9-1 at ooc

MgSO4 (Brown&Prue24)) HgSO4 (=sono字6)) caso4 (Brown&Prue24))

a K Kt K Kt K Kt

(呈) (mol~1kg) (m.1-1kg) (m｡1-1kg) (m.i-1kg) (m｡1-l九g) (m｡1-l九g)

h=O ho=15 hl-o ho=15 h=O ho=15

(B,)守)(A)a) (.a.) (A) (B.) (A)

4.0 87+15

5.0 114十10

6.'O 134+8

7.0 149+8

8.0 161+8

10.0 179+9

12.0 192+10
｢~て=二

13.9b) 201+ll

0 0.6 0.8

1.1 1.6 1.9

1.6 2.0 2.4

1｡8 2.2 2.7

1.9 2.3 2.9

1.9 2.3 3.0

1.9 2.2 3.0

i.8 2.1 3.-0

81+20

101+18

117+18

130+18

141+19

160+19

174+19

184+19

0 0.2 0.5 159十15

1.0 1.5 1.8 171+15

1.7 2.1 2.5 181+14

2.0 2.4 2.8 191+14
==:±

2.1 2.5 3.0 200+14

2.1 2.5 3.1 217+14

2.0 2.3 3.0 231+14

1.8 2.2
.2.8

243+14

2.1 2.5 2.8

3.7 4.3 4.4

4.9 5.3 5.6

5.5 5.9 6.2

6.0 6.4 6.7

6.2 6.6 7.0

6.1 6.5 6.9

5.9 6.2 6.6

α) see the text(p.28 and 29).

a) The critica1'distance of ion association at O｡c in -Bjerrum･s theory.12)



Table 3.~4

K and Kt ValueB Of HgSO4 Obtained With

the Assumption of Kq=Kt at 25･00c (vpo)

a K Kq (=Kt)

(且) (mol-1kg) (moI-lkg)

h=O ho三15

(.a.)a)(A).a)

4.0 72+9

5.0 102+3

6.0 126+6

7.0 144+8

8.O 159+9

10.0 182+10

12.0 197+10

14.3 210+9

0 0.6 0.8

1.2 1.6 1.■9

1.5 1.8 2.1

1.5 1.8 2.1

1.4 1.7 2.1

1.3 1.5 1.8

1.1 1.3 1.6

1.0 1.1 1.5

a) h =ho[1-α(i+2β+26)】 ･･ the assumption

for the hydration number of the

quadrupoi'e is similar to that'deseribed

in the paragraph following Case (a) on

p.29･

a) h芋h･o･ ; a similar assumption to that

de?cribed in the paragraph followi?g

case (A) on p.28.
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℡able.3.5

K and ^o Values of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes Determined by the Reanalysis of the

conductivity Data at 25.OoC with Fuoss-HsiaTs Equation45,46)

【≠ヱ

.Iゝ

α

○

(A)

MgSO4a) pgso4b
)

caso4e)

(Dunsmore and Jame$28) ) (Katayama29
)
)
･

(工nada @舌aL.
30)

)

K ^o K ^o K ^o

(mol~1. i)..(幻.-1.cn?m.,i.-1)(m..i-i.-i) (.の.-i
cm?m..i-1.)

(m.i-1 1) (a-1 cm字m.i.-.i)

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.3

59+5 132.43

83+4 132.63

103 +3 132.77

119 +3 132.88

133 +2 132.96

146 +2 133.02

167+2 133.10

183+2 133.ll

197+2 133.08

23+12

63+10

92+6

115+4

133+3

148+2

169+2

182+3

188+6

131.25 62+13

132.05 86+12

132.50 105+12

132.82 121 +12

133.02 135+12

133.15 147 +12

133.25 167+12

133.15 184 +12

132.86 198 +12

139.39

139.54

139.66

139.75

139.82

139.86

139.93

139.95

139.92



℡able 3.5

(Continued)

α

○

(A)

⊂n

U口

hSO4d) MnSO4e) ･【Fe(phen)
3-

SO4f)

(=a11ada and Atkinson31)) (petrucci et al'32
))

(Ⅹubota and Yokoi33))

K ^o K ^o K 乍o

(mo1-111) (.の.-1cm2mol.-1) (mbl-ill) (良-i cm2mol-i.) (皿Ol-1 i).(.の.-1cm2mo.i-1)

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

10.0

12.0･

14.3

50+10

90+6

119+5

142+5

160+6

175+7
∴

197+7

210+6

216+6

131.88

132.50

132.92

133ノ.21

133.40

133.53

133.62

133.54

69 +10 132.23

106+6 132.84

134+4 133.26

155+2 133.55

173+2 133.75

188 +2 133.89

210+2 134.00

224+2 133.94

133.28 ･232+3 133.70

19 +5 114.40

34 +5 1.14.39
■■l■

46 +5 114.29

a) The calculations were made by use of eleven data at Concentrations from

o.1634 up to 0.8846Ⅹ10-3moll-i. a) 10 datal (0.2-3.0) Ⅹ10-3mo11-i.

a) 10 data, (OIL-1.0)Ⅹ10-3moll-i. a) 9 data, (0.2013-3.141)Ⅹ10-3mo11-1.

e)
5 data, (0.2758-2.235) Ⅹ10-3moll-i. i) 17 data, (0.1745-1.662) x10-3moll-1.



Table 3.6

The Be8七Values of a and K Obtained with the Help of the Theoretical

Expression [Eq. (2.31)I for the =on-A8BOCiation constant (25.00c)

from vpo from conduct土Ⅴ土ty (recalcd. )

Electrolyte r拭+pA a

･ .
K a

-
K data

(;)- (Å)I (m.i-i-kg) (A) (mol.TI.1)

3･53 5･46 110 5･44

3･87 4･92 134

3･68 4･64 151

[Ru(phen)3]SO4 10･O 11･52

[Fe(phen)31SO4 10･0

111. 28)

5･58 106 29)

5･42 112 3O)

5･14 123 31)

4･95 132･
･ー32)

12･38 36 33)



℡able 4.1

Absorbances of Aqueous Copper Sulfate Solutions

containing l･OIXIO-4 M =2SO4 and of Aqueous

Copper Perchlorate Solutions containing About

2Ⅹ10-3 A =C104 (250 nm, 1-cm Cells, 25･00c)

Electrolyte lO3eM D D/o拙

(no1 lil) (nol-i 1)

CuSO4

Cu(Clod)
2

2.000 0.0818 +0.0003

3.000 0.1426 +0.0003

~~
4.000 0.2100 +0.0004

∵

5.000 0.2824+0.0005

6.000 0.3595 +0.0005

7.000 0.4395+0.0006
ー~~~~~~~~二

8.000 . 0.5230+0.0008
こ~~=｣

9.000 0.6083 +0.0009
~+

10.000 0.6968 + 0'.0011
∵

5.007
`

0.0607 +0.0003

10.01 0.1218■.+ 0.0003
+I

40.9

47.5

52.5

56.5

59.9

62.8

65.6

67.16

69.7

12.12

12.16
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Table 4.2

K比A and e弧Values of Copper'sulfate Derived

from the SpectrophotQmetric Measurements on

the Copper Sulfate Solutions at 25.00c

(with Several α Values Assumed)

a

･K瓜

e凹A qD (%)

(A) (m.i-ll) (cn-1n.i-ll)

3.;0 87+i

4.0 130+1

5.0 161+1

6.0 185+1
+

7.0 203+1

e.0 219+i

10.0 241+1

12.0 256十1

14.3α) 269:1■■■■
-

403

287

239

213

197

185

170

161

153

0.34

0.15

0.09

0.ll

0.14

･0.15

0.16

0.16

0J14

a)
The critical distance of; ion asさOCiition

at 25｡c in Zljerrun.さ. theory.2)

68
t



℡able 4.3

てÅbsorbance8 Of出ixed Aqueous So111tions of Divalent比etal Sulfate Containing

l･01Ⅹ10-4 M H2SO4 (250 nm. 1-cm Cell畠′ 25･00c)

cus?4-MgSO4 CuSO4-CaSO4 CuSO4-hSO4a) cuso4-ZnSO4

･103e出
103e比I D D D D

(m.11~1i (m.11~1)

Ch
-

tD

2.000 4.000

2.000 6.000

'2.000 8.000

4.000 2.000

4.000 4.000

4.000 6.･000

石.000 2.000

6.000 4.000

8.000 2.000

0.1226 +0.0003
こ:二ニコ

0.1342 +0.0003

0.1442 +0.0003

0.2421+0.0004

0.2669 +0.0004
~‥

0.2862 +0.00O4

0.3962 +0.0006
二~==:

0.4249+0.0008
∵

0.5625+0.0008
L~~~二二

0.1218+0.0003
こ=

0.1331+0.0003
===

0.1424 +0.0003
｢~=

0.2424+0.0004
こ‥

0.26501+0.0004
こ:二=

0.2829 +0.0005
+I

0.3964 +0.0006

0.4237 +0.0006

■■
0.5622 +0.0008

+

0.1224 +0.0003
｣==｣

0.1341･+0.0003
.+

0.1432 +0.0003
｣_二｣

0.2428 +0.0004

0.2656十0.0004

0.2840+0.0004

0.3964 +0.0006
ニ=

0.4241 +0.0006

0.5630 +0.0008-
⊂:二:::コ

0.1217+0.0003
∵

0.1336 +0.0003
==ニコ

0.1432+0.0003

0.2414+0.0004
:二二一

0.2635 +0.0004

.~
0.2838+0.0004

._
0.3959+0.0006

0.4224 +0.0006

0.5613 +0.0008
+I

a) The concentrations of比nSO4 (eM.) in坤e CuSO4-hSO4 Sblutions wete slightly higher

than given in the second column. =n this case, read 2.044 for 2.000, 4.088 for 4･000,
●

6.132 for 6.000, and 8.176 for 8.000.



℡able 4.4

KM(A Values of Some 2 : 2 Electrolytes Derived from the

Spectrophotometric Measurements on the Mixed

Electrolyte Solutions at 25.00c

(with Several a Values Assumed)

a

O

(A〉

HgSO4 CaSO4 比nSO4 ZnS94

KMIA KM-A RM-1Ai KMIA

(mol-1い (mol-ll) (mol-ll) (mol-ll)

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.3

44+15 60+17 62+16 66'+18
===｣ = =

77+10 1 93+14
.95+12

■ 99+14
こ二ニコ ==二

101+7 117+14 119+11 123+13
== こ= =二二一

120+6 136+14 1139+11 142+12
-

■
- ●- ■■●

135+5 151+14 154+11 157+12
一 - ■■■ ■-

157+5 173+14 ■176+･11 1BO+12
= : I

172+5 188+14
･
191+11 195+12

二_._二 ⊥ こ二=

184+6 200+14. ･203+11 207+13
■■■ - -

■

70



℡able 4.5

Values of the Ion-Association constant K and the limiting

Equivalent Cohductivity ^o Determined by the Reanalysis

of the Conductivity ･data71) at 25.00C with Fuoss-Hsia.s

Equation45,46) (with Several a Values Assumed)

α

○

(A)

CuSO4 ZnS?4

K ^o K ^o

(mol-ll) (n-lcm2mol-i) (mol-ll)
-(a-1cm2mol-1)

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

14.3

70+12 131.15
■-

119 +7 132.40
:==コ

154+4 133.18

_~
181+2■ 133.71

[二:二_

202+1 134.04
=:ニコ

218 +1 134.25

■■
239 +1 134.33

/

~~
249+2 134.10

∴

..
250 +5 133.50

｢=

44+ll

92+6

127+3-

153+1
■■-

173+2
+

189 +.2

210+2
+

220+1
:~ニー

221+5
~+

130.46

131.68

132.46

1'32.98

133..32

133.50

133.58

133.35

132.74

71



℡able 4.6

The Be8舌Values of a and K Obtained from Spectrophotometry (sp) , Vapor-Pressure

Osmometry (vpo) , and Conduc･tivity拭easurements (con) , with the Help of the

Theoretical Expression34) for the Ion-Association Constant (25.OoC)

fron sp from vpo from con (recalcd.)

Electrolyte r比+rAa) a R, a K- -a
K data

○

(A)

ヽJ`

コ
Liy

.(呈ト(nol~1.1) .(i) _(mo1｢1kg) .(i)_
(molTIl).

HgSO4

CaSO4

比nSO4

CuSO4

ZnSO4.

3-･53

3･87

･3･68

3･6o

3･6之

5･85 98

5･55 107

5･51 108

4･65 151

5･4i. ･111

5･46 110

4･92 134

4･･64 151

5-･44 111

5･58 106

5･,42 112

5･14 123

4t･95 132

4･73 146

5:･03. 128

28)

29)

30.)

?i)

.32)

-7
i.)

71)

a)
Sum of crystallographic radii of th占ne'tal ion (pH) and the sulfate ion (pA) ･

(see the foot-note in Section:3.3.7.)
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Fig. 2.'1. Theoretical logK values for 2 : 2 electrolytes

in aqueous solutions at 25.00c.

1王 Present theory and Ebeling-s theory6) (

2 ; Bje上r皿Is theory2)ド------)

3 ･; Fuoss-s theory3) (-.-･-)

4 ･.

Denison-Ramsey.s theory4) (T･.-･･-)
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Fig･ 3･1･ Osmotic coefficients of MgSO4 801utions･

●. present York at 25.0｡c (vpo). A. Brown and Prue24) at

o｡c (cryoscopy). □. zsono26) at o｡c (cryo8COPy). Curves

i (-･丁-). 2●ト--う. and 3 (-･･-づ are theoretical curves

O

due to the Debye-H竜ckel theory with a=6.0,
4.0, and 3.0 A.

respectively. Curve L4 ( ｣ ) is calculated with the K and

Kt values in Table 3･2 (25･00c)･･ each set of the K and Kt

values glVeS the lessentially same curve.
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Fig･ 3･2･ Osmotic coefficients of CaSO4 501utiQnS･

●. present work at 25.0｡c (vpo). A. Brown and Prue24) atJO｡c

(cryoscopyI. Curves i (-･-). 2 (-･･-), and 3 (--一-) are

theoretical curves due to the Debye-HGckel theor.y with a = 6.0,

0

3.0, and i.0 A. respectively. Curve 4 (-) is calculated

with the K and Kt values in Table 3･2 (25･OoC)･･ each set of th占

X and Kt values gives the essentially same curve･
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l-1
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m (nolkg-i)

0.10

Fig･ 3･3･ 1ogK values of MgSO4･ The a-umed a values are

O O O O O

14.3A (0), 8.0 A (●). 6.0 A (A), 5.0 A (▲). 4.2A (口).
O

and 4.0 A (I).
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m (molkg-1)

0.015

Fig･ 3･4･ log K values of CaSO4･ The assumed a values are

O O O

14.3A (○). 6.0 A (△). and4.0 A (□).
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Fig･ 3･5･ log K values of MnSO4･ The assumed a. values are

O O

14.3A(○).8.0 A(●).6.0五(△).5.0且(▲).4.0且(□).
O

and 3.8 A (I).
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Fig･ 3･6･ 1ogK values of [Ru(phen)3]SO4･ The assumed a

O o o

values are 14.3A (○). ll.0 A (△). and9.0 A (口).
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m (molkg-i)

0.10

Fig･ 3･7･ Constant logK values of MgSO4 Obtained with the

assumption of appropriateKtvalues･ (See the colurrm h =O of

O O O

Table3.2.)a=14.3A (0), 8.0 A (+), 6.0 A (A), and

O

5.0 A (▲).
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Fig･ 3･8･ Constant logK values of CaSO4 With the assumption

of appropriate Kt values･ (See the colurnm h=O of Table 3･2･)

0 0

α=14.3 A (0) and 6.0 A (△).
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m (molkg-1)

0.10

Fig･ 3･9･ Constant logK values of比nSO4 With the ass-ption

of appropriate Kt values･ (See the colurrm h=O of Table 3･2･)

0 0 0 0

a=14.3 A (0), 8.0 A (+), 6.0 A (A), 5.0 A (A), and

O

4.0 A (tj).
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Fig･ 3･10･ Constant logs values of (Ru(phen)3)SO4 With

the ass-ption of appropriate Kt values･ (See the column

O O

h=0.of Table 3.2.) a=14.3A (0). ll.0 A (A)′ and

O

9.0 A (⊂】).
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m (molkg-i)

0.10

O

Fig･ 3･11･ 1ogK values for MgSO4 With a=6 A allowing for

hydration of ions.

Oand ● : h=0. reproduced from Figs. 3.3 and 3.7.

respectively･ A and ▲ … ho-15, case(A)･ ∇ and ▼ ≡

ho=15, case(a)･ Et=0 (0.A.∇'). 2･2 (●), 3･1 (▲). and

2.7 (T) mol-1kg were assumed.
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Fig･ 3･12･ The畠tandard deviation o¢ as a function of a･

1, 2, and 3:MgSO4･ 4 and 5:CaSO4･ 6･･MnSO4･ 7: (Ru(phen)3]SO4･

1′ 4′ 6′ and 7 are concerned with the vpo data′ wbereas the others

with the cryoscopic data due to Zsono26) (2) and Brown and Prue24)

(3 and 5).
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Fig･ 3･13･ The standard deviatio? q^ as a function of a obtained

from reanalysis of conductivity data･ 1′ 2, and 3 : MgSO4 (Dunsmore

and James28))･ 4 :MgSO4 (Katayama29))I 5 :CaSO4 (=nada e士a‡･30))･

6 :MnSO4 (Hallada and Atkinson31))･ 7 :MnSO4 (Petrucci et a乙･32))･

8 : [Fe(phen)3]SO4 (Kubota and Yokoi33)) ･
Fuoss-Hsials equation45,46)

was used for the analysis of the data. except for the cases of 2 and

3 where Fuoss-Onsagerls47) and Pitts,s equation48,49) were usedr

respectively.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

103Q

Fig. 4.i. Plots of P against Q. 【For the definitions of P and

O

a, Bee Eq.(4.8).] The aさ8umed a values are 14.3 A (○).
0 0 0 0 0

12.0 A (●). 10.0 A (A). 8.0 A (▲). 6.0 A (ロ). and4.0 A (I).
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l･■

10

○

α (A)

Fig･4･2･ logK% for CuSO4 aS a function of a･

(- ) ; From spectrophotometry. (-･-｣ ; From conductivity

measurements (recalculation of the data due to Oven and

Gurry71)). (--｣: Theoretical curve according to Eq.(2.31).
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■･｣
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0

aM, (A)

Fig･ 4･3･ 1ogK比IA for HgSO4 aS a function of aMI With the

O

asstmption of several aM Values: aM宇4･O A 【curve lトーーー)],
0 0 0

5.0 A (curve 2 (---)], 6.0 A [curve 3 (-･･-)], 8.0 A

O O

【curve 4 (--)】′ 10.0 A 【curve 5 (-･･一1′ and 14.3 A

【curve 6 (･････････)]. Curve 7 (-) is obtained with the

assumption of aM=qM- 【Eq･(4･18))･
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Fig･ 4･4･ 1ogKM-A for MgSO4 aS a function of a･

(-) ; From spectrophotometry. (-･-) = From conductivity

measurements (recalculation of the data due to Dunsmore and

Jame$28) ). (-･･-) : From vapor-pressure osmometry.72)

(---) : Theoretical curve according to Eq. (2.31).
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0

Reciprocal of crystallographic radius (A)

Fig. 4.5. 1ogK values for divalent metal sulfates as a function

of the reciprocal of crystallographic radius of the metal ion.

0

(a=6 A is
assumed.) 0 ; From spectrophotometry. A : From vapor-

pressure osmometry.72) □ ; From conductivity measurements

【recalculation of the data due to Dunsmore and James28) (HgSO4,

upper) , Ratayama29) (叫rSO4, lower) , =nada e七aL･30) (caso4) ,

Hallada and Atkinson31) (hSO4′ lower) , Petrucci e舌al,32) (hSO4,

upper). and Oven and Gurry71) (cuso4 and ZnSO4)I ･
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